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Abstract
Machining processes are widely used to achieve the net shape of the parts in the industry. To plan
the process with desired productivity and accuracy, the mechanics and dynamics of machining
operations must be modeled to predict the cutting forces, torque, power of the spindle, and
deflection marks left on the cut surface.
Namely milling, drilling, boring, and turning, all machining processes remove layers of the
workpiece to achieve the final product. Due to the similarities between different machining
operations in terms of the cutting principles, they are generalized in one mathematical model to
predict the cutting mechanics and dynamics in this thesis.
Although operations are varied in terms of tool setup and configurations, all the tools are modeled
through basic CAD elements and combined to achieve the final tool assembly. Considering the
tool and workpiece's relative translational and rotational motions, the process types are determined
automatically, and cutting engagement angles in the contact zone are interpreted from the tool
CAD model, addressing all the geometrical features.
A unified kinematics model is proposed to predict the cutting forces, spindle torque, and deflection
marks left on the cut surface. The process kinematics are also used for a fast and acceptably
accurate prediction of the chatter stability in the frequency domain.
The results of the developed generalized physics-based model are presented for multiple industrial
applications, including milling, drilling, boring, and turning operations. The simulated cutting
mechanics and chatter stability charts predicted by the analytical model are demonstrated to be
valid through comparisons with experimental measurements and existing data available in the
literature.
The proposed generalized model allows the planners to predict and optimize the 3-axis machining
operations by avoiding costly trial and error-based tests in the industry.
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Lay Summary
This work contributes to the subtractive manufacturing industry in terms of process planning. A
blank of metal undergoes multiple machining operations to remove the excessive material. Various
metal cutting operations are combined in one mathematical model to predict process outputs in a
virtual environment. All the cutting tools are simulated using their basic Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) elements to preserve the versatility of the model.
Excessive vibrations, poor surface finish, and high machining forces limit maximum productivity.
Regardless of the process type, favorable cutting conditions are opted using the proposed model,
and the highest material removal rate is guaranteed at the first trial.
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Preface
The contributions in Chapters 3 to 7 are original and developed by the author under the supervision
of Prof. Altintas. The author conducted all the simulations and experimental validations reported
in the thesis.
The generalized dynamics model presented in Chapter 6 is partially related to and stands as an
extension to the already published paper in Ref. [1]. The M.A.Sc. candidate is the principal author
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The metallic products are manufactured roughly from bulk blanks or with near net shape
with forging and casting. The final shape is achieved through machining operations. Surface
profiles and cavities are manufactured with milling, the holes are opened with drilling, rotating
shaft dimensions are given with turning, and holes are enlarged with boring operations. A part may
undergo a single or multiple cutting and abrasive processes to remove extra material to generate
the final shape. More complex processes such as multi-axis milling, turn-milling, and gear
manufacturing may require synchronous tool and workpiece motion, while multiple cutting
operations might be combined through multifunctional tools. All machining processes follow the
same metal cutting mechanics and dynamics but with different kinematics and tool geometries.
Considering the similarities between the machining processes in terms of physics, a generalized
analytical model is proposed to model cutting mechanics and dynamics of 3-axis machining
operations with a focus on milling, drilling, boring, and turning operations. The proposed unified
model is developed based on integrating small cutting edge elements, following the chip removal
physics, to represent different tools and model various operations.
Although the recent industry primarily relied on previous experience designing the new tools and
optimizing cutting operations, modern manufacturers rely heavily on productive and efficient
approaches to foresee the process outcomes and enhance the operations. This thesis is presented
with the prospect of replacing costly experimental trial and error with mathematical simulations to
achieve optimal process planning of machining operations in a digital environment.
While the previously published models focus on the individual machining operations to predict
the cutting forces, spindle torque and power, surface location errors, and chatter stability diagrams,
there is a gap in the literature to unify the operation physics on one generic but parametric model.
This thesis further generalizes the unified mechanics and dynamic model of machining operations
presented by Kilic in his Ph.D. thesis [2].
Henceforth, the thesis is organized as follows.

1

The cutting mechanics and dynamics literature is presented in Chapter 2. The relationship between
the cutting forces in the small elemental cutting region and the chip thickness is explained. The
cutting dynamics and chatter stability charts are introduced. While the models to predict the
individual operations are reviewed in terms of both mechanics and dynamics, the focus is put on
the recent studies and relevant generalized modeling of the cutting processes such as milling,
drilling, boring, and turning operations.
Chapter 3 of the thesis involves investigating CAD file interpretation as the basic means to define
complex and modern cutting elements. The mathematical interpretation of the standard DXF and
STL files is explained in detail to obtain the cutting edge geometry through 2D and 3D CAD
models. Various cutting tool shapes are modeled to verify the validity of the proposed geometric
model by considering the cutting edge’s angular position, cutter height, and cutter radius.
A generalized geometric model of the cutting edges is presented in Chapter 4 by integrating
discretized cutting elements of the tool. The cutting edge is interpreted mathematically by defining
the normal rake, inclination, and cutting edge angles. The effect of tool geometric misalignments
such as radial and axial runouts and process parameters such as feed rate and immersions are
explained.

Using the calculated cutting angles, a generalized kinematic model to cover a variety of cutting
operations is presented in Chapter 5. The elemental cutting forces are transformed to the process
coordinate system. The integration of the elemental cutting forces in the process coordinate to
achieve the cutting mechanics regardless of the tool geometry is explained.
The generalized cutting mechanics is extended to a frequency-domain model to predict chatter
stability for various operations in Chapter 6. The relative direct and cross Frequency Response
Functions (FRFs) in feed, normal, axial, and rotational directions are implemented, and the chatter
stability lobes are evaluated using Nyquist stability theory. The effects of serrations, axial and
radial runouts, and chip load variation are approximated by the zero-order stability solution to
average the phase delays and obtain fast and acceptably accurate results.

2

The proposed model is validated through experimental data for different cutting applications in
Chapter 7. Simulation of various operations is experimentally validated to assess the accuracy of
the generalized analytical model.
The thesis is concluded in chapter 8, reviewing the main contributions and recommendations for
future research.

3

2 Chapter 2: General Overview of Mechanics and Dynamics in
Metal Cutting Operations
Equation Chapter 2 Section 1

The fundamentals of the cutting mechanic and dynamics are reviewed as a basis to build a
generalized model of almost all machining processes. The chip formation in orthogonal and
oblique cutting is covered and related to cutting kinematics, force generation, torque and power,
surface finish, and chatter stability. The in-depth concepts used in the modeling are left for the
following chapters, where the specific contributions are presented.

2.1 Review of Cutting Mechanics
Based on the literature, researchers have been investigating metal cutting mechanics for the past
eighty years. The previous studies have contributed to the field by defining practical parameters
that affect the machining processes, such as milling, drilling, boring, and turning. While these
parameters are namely feedrate, cutting speed, depth and width of cut, and tool geometry,
establishing a widely accepted relationship between them has been the main subject of research in
the field of cutting mechanics. The output of this relationship empowers the engineers to predict
the cutting forces, spindle torque and power, and the surface finish of the final product, which
reduces the costly physical trials.
The two most general models used in cutting mechanics are presented here.

2.1.1

Orthogonal Cutting Mechanics

The earliest studies of the cutting mechanics were initiated by Ernest Merchant in 1944 [3] as he
proposed to model the machining mechanics while the tool’s cutting edge is perpendicular to the
cutting speed. Considering the minimum energy principle, this model assumes a steady and
uniform flow of the cutting material as the deformation occurs along a shear plane. Merchant’s
model is widely known as the orthogonal cutting model and is used to govern the fundamental
laws of cutting mechanics [4], [5]. Figure 2.1 presents a schematic of this process.
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Figure 2.1: Orthogonal cutting mechanics in (𝒂) Pipe machining (𝒃) shear zone, and (𝒄) force diagram

As shown in Figure 2.1, the pair of cutting tool and the workpiece linearly approach each other by
a feed velocity ( V f ) while rotating with a relative angular velocity ( n ).
The tooltip cuts a uniform strip of metal with uncut chip thickness ( h ) and compresses it into the
cut or deformed chip thickness ( hc ). The tooltip cuts through the material by an orthogonal rake
angle (  r ) and a relief angle (  ) while the chip flows over and parallel to the rake face. The
workpiece of the shear stress (  s ) is assumed to be uniform along the shear plane with an
orthogonal shear angle ( c ), while the friction angle (  a ) between the chip is measured between
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the cutting force normal and tangential to the rake face [6]. The uncut chip length ( b ) and the chip
length ( bc ) are assumed to be equal.
The most significant contributions to correlate the parameters on the tool rake face are the ones
from Lee and Shaffer [7] and Oxley [8] to improve Merchant’s theory by including the plasticity
theory and strain-hardening effects, respectively. These relationships are later validated for
different materials [9].
The cutting forces shown in Figure 2.1 can be related to the material properties as follows [10].

Ftc = bh [ s

cos(  a −  r )
]
sin(c ) cos(c +  a −  r )
(2.1)

Ffc = bh [ s

sin(  a −  r )
]
sin(c ) cos(c +  a −  r )

The linear relationship (Eq.(2.1)) can be simplified into cutting coefficients ( K tc , K fc ) relating the
cutting forces to the chip thickness and the chip length (also the chip area [11]). The effect of the
tool rubbing against the workpiece surface at the flank side (ploughing [12]) can be added by edge
coefficients ( K te , K fe ), relative to the chip length [13] as:

Ft = Ktcbh + Kteb
(2.2)

Ff = K fcbh + K feb
The force coefficients can be achieved by linear regression of the averaged cutting forces measured
at different feedrates [14].

2.1.2

Oblique Cutting Mechanics

Due to basic assumptions behind the orthogonal cutting mechanics (i.e., normal approach angle
and zero lead angle), this model is not directly applicable to many practical machining cases. The
oblique cutting model captures the three-dimensional nature of the actual machining processes
[15], [16] as exemplified in Figure 2.2 for an axial turning operation.
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As shown in Figure 2.2, the tool is inclined with an inclination (oblique) angle ( s ) relative to the
cutting speed in oblique machining. In this model, the tool approaches the cutting material by a
cutting edge angle (  r )1 and has a normal rake angle (  n ). The presence of these cutting angles
causes the process to be sophisticated to predict compared to orthogonal cutting. The complexity
extends to the three-dimensional forces as projected through the cutting angles. The force
1

Also referred to as Axial Immersion Angle, Entering Angle, and Lead Angle
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component along the cutting velocity is the tangential force, while the force element applied in the
axial direction is called the axial force. The component of the cutting force acting parallel to the
feed direction is referred to as feed force.
Similar to orthogonal machining, the cutting forces in tangential, feed, and axial directions can be
defined as linear functions of chip thickness and chip length. Therefore, Eq. (2.2) can be extended
to oblique machining as [17]:
Ft = K tcbh + K teb
Ff = K fc bh + K feb

(2.3)

Fa = K acbh + K aeb

Which presents a simplified but complete cutting force model for all the operations. While the
derivation of the oblique cutting coefficients is explained in the following chapters, relating
oblique coefficients to the orthogonal cutting data proposes the basic idea for the generalized
modeling [18].

2.2 Review of Cutting Dynamics
Due to the relative vibrations between the tool and workpiece, the chip thickness oscillates
at a frequency close to one of the structure’s natural modes. Chatter instability occurs if the phase
shift between the current and previous cuts repeatedly increases the chip thickness and causes
exponentially growing forces. A schematic of the dynamic cutting is presented in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of one-dimensional dynamic cutting process with the present and past vibration marks
on the surface

Dynamic machining can be formulated as the relationship between tool vibrations in the chip
thickness direction and cutting force with a delay T ,

my y(t ) + cy y(t ) + k y y(t ) = Ffc (t ) = K fcb ( h + y ( t − T ) − y(t ) )

(2.4)

Which is a delay differential equation. This equation does not consider the chatter non-linearities,
such as tool jumping out of cut, multiple regenerations, process damping, and non-linear cutting
coefficients.
The equation to the chatter stability (Eq. (2.4)) is solved either in the frequency or time domain.
An early linear analysis of the chatter was reported by Tobias [19], and Tlusty and Polacek [20],
and Merrit [21]. Altintas and Budak [22] extended the orthogonal chatter law to systems with more
than one degree of freedom and direction. They developed frequency-domain chatter stability of
end-mills by averaging the time-dependent system’s characteristics over one tooth passing
frequency, where the vibration energy is centered [23]. They later proposed an improved method
for milling with a low radial depth of cut to diameter ratio [24], [25]. They named the former zeroorder stability solution and the latter multi-frequency solution to chatter stability. Insperger and
Stepan [26], [27] introduced a semi-discrete time-domain method which could approximate the
9

delayed-differential equation of chatter stability by a series of ordinary-differential equations.
They could obtain accurate stability results in various machining operations using their
formulation.
An extensive review of the research on machining mechanics was given by Ehmann et al. [28].
Altintas and Weck [29] reviewed the primary research in metal cutting and grinding stability, and
a review was later delivered by Quintana and Ciurana [30]. Recently, Altintas et al. [31] presented
a detailed review of the chatter stability of machining operations by considering the latest
developments in the field.

2.3 Generalized Models
Most of the research in the literature covers a particular application, and few researchers
developed unified models that can be applied to various cutters and operations. Chandrasekharan
et al. [32] proposed a mechanistic model to calculate the cutting coefficients in drilling by
measuring the machining loads from entry to exit. Later, they extended their model to compute the
cutting forces in drilling with an arbitrary drill point geometry [33]. In their model, they discretized
the tool’s cutting edge into infinitesimal segments and evaluated the effective oblique angles at
each component.
Atabey et al. [34]–[37] presented an extensive model to calculate the cutting forces, vibrations,
and surface finish in boring operations. Their model included both single- and multi-edge boring
heads and analyzed the process by dividing the cutting geometry into linear and non-linear regions.
Each region was separately analyzed analytically, and the final mechanics and dynamics were
achieved by integrating the outputs over all the regions.
Engin and Altintas [38]–[40] presented a generalized milling model addressing both the solid and
indexable tools. They modeled the insert with a flat rake face surface. They predicted the surface
roughness and chatter stability by considering the averaged cutting coefficients as a function of
cutting depth. Their simplified model cannot tackle corner radius, chamfer, and wiper edges and
only applies to simple insert geometries.
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The generalization of the turning process was made by Campocasso et al. [41], which was later
extended to drilling operations [42]. In their papers, they discretized the cutting edge and integrated
the effect of each small element to obtain the overall cutting loads.
The first attempt to unify the cutting processes was presented by Armarego [43], [44]. He
innovatively addressed all the machining operations and integration of the small cutting elements.
He modelled the cutting forces in the friction and normal directions and proposed transforming
them into the desired coordinates based on the process type and tool geometry. However, his model
required individual empirical equations depending on the process type to predict the machining
parameters.
The first successful generalized mechanics model of machining operations, with a focus on the
milling and turning processes, is contributed by Kaymakci et al. [45], which was later extended to
drilling, single-insert, and multi-insert boring processes [46]. They developed a model applicable
to various tool geometries, where the cutting processes' mechanics were generalized by
approximating the tool geometries mathematically. The chip flow angle was predicted using an
iterative method [47], and the cutting forces and spindle torque were ascertained in a virtual
environment. Although this model is capable of covering various indexable tools, the method does
not apply to solid tools and complex inserts.
Otto et al. [48] presented a unified dynamics model to identify chatter stability lobes by extending
lusty’s law. n a time-efficient manner, they predicted the stable depth of cut in milling, drilling,
boring, and turning in the frequency domain, considering the possible process damping effects. In
their model, they included the tool/workpiece relative flexibilities in all the lateral, axial, and
torsional directions. Although their method can solve a broad range of operations, it is limited to
processes with time-invariant, position-independent cutting coefficients and regenerative time
delays between the subsequent teeth.
Kilic et al. [2], [49] presented a fully developed unified model to predict both mechanics and
dynamics of the metal cutting process, which also involved more complex situations such as
double turning and milling, simultaneous drilling, boring, and chamfering [50], [51]. The tools
were described mathematically using geometrical transformations, and the kinematics included
both right- and left-hand cutters separately. The process dynamics were predicted in the timedomain using a 4th order semi-discretization method to minimize the error [52], [53]. The cutting
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forces, spindle torque, tool vibrations, and surface finish were predicted simultaneously in their
model.

2.4 Summary
Although the mechanics and dynamics of metal cutting were unified in the previous research,
the literature is still short of a model which can overcome the following.
•

Interpretation of the complex cutting tool geometries without mathematical simplifications

•

Presenting the kinematics of the operations in a unified format, regardless of the hand-ofcut and the operation side (i.e., Internal vs. External)

•

Solving the chatter stability in a fast and time-effective manner

The general model developed by the author can be parametrically configured to address most of
the machining operations with complex tool geometries.
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3 Chapter 3: CAD File Interpretation
Equation Chapter 3 Section 1

The interpretation of the common files used to exchange Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
files is presented in this chapter. Two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) formats are
overviewed, and the involved entities are broken into geometrically definable features. The
mathematical information obtained is used to model both solid and inserted cutters along with
alignments in the tool coordinated system.
The term “tool” is associated with a body that carries the cutting elements in order to remove
material from a surface. In general, a tool can hold a single cutting edge, referred to as a singlepoint tool, or it may have more than one cutting element called a multipoint cutter. If the cutting
edges and the flutes are ground on the body (e.g., end mills, twist drills), the tool is called “solid,”
while “inserted” or “indexable tools” have exchangeable edges added to the main body.

3.1 Implemented CAD Formats
This research uses two standard 2D and 3D CAD formats, namely DXF and STL files, to
model cutting tools in both solid and inserted shapes. The entities associated with each file and
geometrical expression of each are further explained in the following sections.

3.1.1

DXF Files

Drawing Interchange Format (DXF) files are used to model 2D graphical tools from the CAD
source provided by the manufacturers. DXFs are supported by most of the CAD software with
limited functionality beyond typical geometric features (i.e., 3D models). This research
implemented the DXF format for the 2D CAD model of the cutters due to its simplicity. An
example of the DXF format of an insert is presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Models of Sandvik Coromant 415N-05 02 06M-M30 S30T milling insert [54] in (𝒂) generic
representation, (𝒃) CAD format, and (𝒄) drawing interchange format (DXF)

2D inserts can be referred to simple geometries that are either with flat rake face or chip breaker
grooves which are not close to the cutting edge. More complex geometries designed to improve
production through wear resistance and chip breakage are considered 3D and are covered in the
next section.
The common geometric entities in DXF files are Lines, Arcs, Circles, and Splines. Other entities
such as Ellipses and Points can also be presented in the CAD files; however, they are unlikely
found in the cutter shapes. A CAD file is exported in the DXF format, the output file is read as a
text file, and the entities are searched within the file. These entities are coded to be sorted as lines
in this thesis by dividing the arcs and circles into finite segments. The geometrically definable
output of this process contains locations of the vertices in the î and ĵ coordinates. A sample output
vertex matrix is shown in Eq. (3.1).
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q 2

In which, q is the number of lines, while  Pi q2 and  Pj  q2 show the line end coordinates in the
î and ĵ directions, respectively. The translation process to the line assembly is presented

graphically in Figure 3.2.
ines

ines
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Figure 3.2: Interpretation of the CAD file into DXF format and the process of breaking higher-order entities
(i.e., Arcs, Spline, Circles) into Lines

3.1.2

STL Files

Standard Triangle Language (STL) files are used to model complex tools from the CAD files
provided by the manufacturers. STL files are supported by many software packages that are widely
used in rapid prototyping, 3D printing, and computer-aided manufacturing [55]. For the sake of
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simplicity, the STL format is implemented to interpret 3-dimensional CAD files into geometrically
defined features. STL format is used to model the tools both as full shapes or cutting surfaces
(reduced). A reduced model allows for faster calculations while maintaining accuracy. An example
of STL format is presented on a cutting insert in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Models of Sandvik Coromant R390-11 T3 04E-PL S30T milling insert [54] in (𝒂) generic
representation, (𝒃) CAD format, and (𝒄) Standard Triangle Language (STL)

Note that STL files create triangles over all the features in a CAD file, including non-straight
geometries such as circles and arcs. To achieve an acceptable modeling accuracy, fine-meshed
files should be exported from the design software at the expense of a higher computational time.
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The STL outputs are read similarly to text files, and the binary entities (i.e., triangular elements)
are interpreted as geometrically definable features. The extracted output contains the Face Matrix

 F q 3 , Vertex Matrix V q 3 , and the Unit Face Normal Matrix Â  q 3 , as shown in Eq. (3.2)
F

V

 i1
i
 2
V  =  .

 .
i q
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 = .
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nˆ 2
.
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ˆl 
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ˆl 
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ˆl 
qF  q 3
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(3.2)

In which qV is the number of vertices and qF is the number of faces. Face Matrix  F q

F 3

is not

presented above and contains three elements at each row referring to the vertex numbers
assembling each triangle. Vertex Matrix V q

V 3

and the Unit Face Normal Matrix Â 
show
qF 3

the vertex and unit face normal coordinates in the î , ĵ , and k̂ directions, respectively.
To be further simplified, all the complex entities (i.e., faces and vertices) are translated into lines,
similar to 2D analyses. The edges building each face would be expressed as a line to achieve the
line output format. The formulation is broken into the steps in Eqs. (3.3) to (3.5).
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s
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k F
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k Fs3 
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(3.3)

In which, Fsd (1  s  qF , 1  d  3) represents the element in the row s and column d of the face
matrix  F q

F 3

.  Pi 32 ,  Pj  , and  Pk 32 show the edge end coordinates at face number s , all
32
s

s

s

in the î , ĵ , and k̂ directions, respectively. Correspondingly, a unit normal vector  Â ,s  is
33
assigned to each of the three lines generated, all equal to the face unit normal vector.
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Finally, all the edges associated with triangular faces are aggregated into one matrix to build the
line assembly, as shown in Eq. (3.5).
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(3.5)

T

T

ˆ ] presents the unit normal
,  Pj  q2 , and  Pk q2 show the line end coordinates, and [A
 q3

vectors in the î , ĵ , and k̂ directions, respectively. q is the number of the lines and is always three
times the number of faces (i.e., q = 3  qF ).

3.2 Assembling the Tool
The mathematical interpretation of the CAD files allows the assembling of the tools in a
geometrically understandable format. The input files represent the crude orientation of the cutting
elements and should be aligned to match the tool-in-hand specifications, such as radius, height,
and cutting angles.
The procedure to achieve the final cutter shape is presented for solid and indexable tools in separate
parts due to slight differences in nature.
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3.2.1

Solid Tools

Due to confidentiality matters, not always the solid tool (e.g., milling cutters, twist drills) CAD
files include all the complexities. For complex geometries with constant change in the cutting edge
(e.g., serrated endmills), reverse engineering can be carried out to model it accurately. Common
approaches to overcome the lack of a 3D point cloud are reported the use of optical surface
profilometers [56], which represents the geometrical details at the surface through a triangular
mesh, and structured light projection [57], [58], where the distorted and reflected parallel fringes
are collected to reconstruct the body.
A 3D mathematical model of the conventional milling and drilling tools are reconstructed using
2D DXF files as follows.
•

Milling Cutters

Solid milling tools are manufactured by grinding the flutes and cutting edges on a metal shaft to
achieve the desired Number of cutting edges N , Diameter D , Rake Angle  r , and Helix Angle

.
Due to the highly confidential nature of these products, the full CAD models of these cutters are
not always provided by the manufacturers. The simplified models provided by the manufacturers
include the general shape of the tool (e.g., shaft), and further processing is required to achieve the
mathematical model of the DXF files extracted from the simplified CAD models.
A sample solid milling cutter and the associated CAD file are presented in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of 6-flute milling cutter of 12.7 mm diameter, 10.5 rake angle, and 30 helix angle. The
simplified CAD model is transformed into a 3D mathematical model; Full CAD file is interpreted as STL

The full CAD models of the solid tools are directly used as STL files. To allow for future
processing, the extracted sorted line data in both STL and DXF files are transferred from the ijk
coordinate system to the tool (i.e., xyz ) coordinates. The transformation relocates the center of the
coordinate system to match the bottom of the tool as in Eq. (3.6).
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xyz
ijk

T

121 021
= 021 021
021 121

021 
−121 
021 

Noting that in the DXF files, the y coordinate of the extracted data would always be equal to zero
as the k coordinates do not exist:
 Py  =  Pk q2 = 0q2
q 2

(3.7)
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In order to build a 3D mathematical model of the tool in the tool coordinate system (denoted by
superscript T ), the data stored for each point can be relocated in the space using the Lag Angle

 sd of each point, as in Eq. (3.8).

 sd =

Pz ,sd tan(  )
2 Px ,sd

 PT 
P 
 xT,sd 
 x ,sd 
3D
 Py ,sd  = T2 D ( sd )  Py ,sd 
 T 


 Pz ,sd 
 Pz ,sd 
(3.8)

1  s  q, 1  d  2

3D
2D

T

cos( sd ) − sin( sd ) 0 
( sd ) =  sin( sd ) cos( sd ) 0 
 0
0
1 

Where q is the number of lines, and  is the tool helix angle provided by the manufacturer.
Pl , sd , l  x, y, z indicates the element at the row s and the column d of the line matrix  Pl q2 . A

graphical presentation of this procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
A smooth cutting edge is modeled by interpolating the lines extracted from the STL model. The
procedure to obtain the discrete interpolated data is reviewed in Chapter 4.
•

Twist Drills

Manufacturers provide solid drills with the Number of Flutes N , Tool Diameter D , Helix Angle

 , Chisel Edge Angle  c , Taper Angle  t , and Chisel Half-Width w . These parameters are
presented in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Twist drill specifications provided by the manufacturers

Like milling cutters, manufacturing companies may refrain from disclosing the CAD files of twist
drills with full details. Simplified CAD models should be further analyzed to obtain a 3D
mathematical model.
The extracted data is centered based on Eq. (3.6) and transformed from the ijk to xyz coordinate
system. Similar to solid milling cutters, the y coordinates along the drill cutting edges are set to
zero in a 2D model. A 3D mathematical model of the tool is achieved by translating the 2D point
matrix (  Pl q2 , l  x, y, z ) using Eq. (3.9), based on the geometrical specifications provided by
the manufacturer.
  PxT, sd   Px , sd   0 
 T  
  
  Py , sd  =  Py , sd  −  w
  PT   P   0 
 z , sd   z , sd   
 T

  Px , sd   Px , sd   0





T
 P
= P
− P / tan( c −  / 2) 
  yT, sd   y , sd   x , sd

  Pz , sd   Pz , sd   0



Px , sd  w / tan( c −  / 2) 




Px , sd  w / tan( c −  / 2) 



(3.9)
1 s  q , 1 d  2
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In which q is the number of the extracted lines. Twist drill interpretation is presented in Figure
3.6.

Simplified vs. ull
C D

Figure 3.6: Comparison of the processed interpreted CAD files for simplified and full CAD models of a twist
drill. Specifications: 2-flutes, 12.7-mm diameter, 30 helix angle, 120 chisel angle, 118 taper angle, 0.75-mm
chisel half width

To achieve a smooth cutting section, data points are interpolated within the interpreted lines. The
analytical procedure using the discretization algorithm is described in chapter 4.

3.2.2

Indexable Cutters

The majority of manufacturing companies use indexable cutters of single or multipoint due to their
replaceability, versatility, and price. Inserts are designed in various shapes to increase productivity,
minimize tool wear, and maximize chip extraction performance [59]. Due to the complex shape of
these cutters, previous literature research focused on simplifying the cutting layer into
mathematically definable features [39] or assessing the insert shape by reverse engineering [60],
[61].
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Through the introduction of CAD file interpretation, inserted tools can be defined with their
detailed shapes. For multipoint cutters, each insert is interpreted, and the extracted data are
assembled to build the cutting tool analytically.
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eference
oint
(

)

( )

eference
oint

Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of (𝒂) single-point tool and the insert coordinate system xyz , (𝒃) 2D
interpreted CAD file of a high-speed milling insert with the reference point indicated, and (𝒄) 3D interpreted
CAD file with a coordinate transformation from input ijk to insert xyz

The inserts are placed on the holder pocket by the following steps, which are necessary to achieve
the tool-in-hand configuration.
Step 1: The extracted sorted line data files are transferred from the ijk coordinate system
to the insert (i.e., xyz ) coordinates for each insert separately. The transformation relocates the
center of the coordinate system to match the center of each insert as in Eq. (3.10).
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(3.10)

The direction of the insert coordinate system xyz is set to follow the specifications below.
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•

The center is located at the middle of the cutting surface

•

z - axis is oriented towards the holder direction (spindle or holder axis)

•

x - axis points to the right-hand side of the cutting surface

•

y - axis is derived as z  x

A reference point is allocated on each insert for further positioning. The reference point indicates
the cutting surface of the inserts and is selected to be at the bottom right corner. The location of
this point (see Figure 3.7) is calculated as:

 P Ref  =  max( Pi q2 ) 0 min(  Pj  ) 
q 2 
31


T

(3.11)

Step 2: The inserts are imported through CAD files in the initial orientation and are required
to be aligned with the cutter seat pockets. A set of rotation matrices are applied to the generated
points in the xyz coordinate system to achieve the correct orientations, while the reference point
at each insert is implemented as the base for the sake of effective positioning. A schematic of the
rotations to achieve the orientation of the insert in the pocket is shown in Figure 3.8.
( )

( )

Figure 3.8: Rotation of the inserts along the (𝒂) z - axis, (𝒃)

( )

x - axis, and (𝒄) y - axis
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The output coordinates show the inserts placed in the pocket. The rotation matrices  Rx  33 ,
 Ry  , and  Rz  in Eq. (3.12) are defined as:
33
  33

0
0
1


Rx ( x ) = 0 cos( x ) − sin( x ) 
0 sin( x ) cos( x ) 
 cos( y ) 0 sin( y ) 


R y ( y ) = 
0
1
0 
 − sin( y ) 0 cos( y ) 



(3.13)

cos( z ) − sin( z ) 0 
Rz ( z ) =  sin( z ) cos( z ) 0 
 0
0
1 

The order of the rotations is generally essential; however, it can be neglected for slight rotation
angles less than 30 [2], [42].
The xyz equivalent unit normal vectors for each line Â  , s* (i.e., row number s of the matrix
 Â   ) are transformed to the pocket coordinates similar to the element locations. It is important
  q 3

to note that the unit normal vectors at all locations are considered to point at the − y (i.e., +kˆ )
direction for 2D interpreted inserts (i.e., Â , s* =  0 −1 0 )
T

A
ˆ T  = Rz ( z ) Rx ( x ) Ry ( y )   A
ˆ  ,
  ,*s  31
  ,s* 13

1 s  q

(3.14)
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Step 3: In order to finalize the tool assembly, the N number of inserts are located at the
tool coordinate system xT yT zT using the Effective Tool Radii RTj , Heights H j , and Angular
Locations  j . Effective tool radius is measured on the xT y T plane, while the heights are calculated
along the z T direction from zero. Angular locations of insert j ( 1  j  N ) are measured on the
xT y T plane, increasing in a clockwise manner from the + yT axis.

The location points for the arbitrary insert j are measured in the tool coordinate system in the
following order,

  PxP, jsd   RT  
 PxT, jsd 
j
 T 
  P    
z 
 Py , jsd  = T  −  j    Py , jsd  +  0  
2
  P    
 T 
  Pz , jsd   H j  
P
z
,
jsd





1 j  N, 1 s  qj , 1 d  2

(3.15)

cos( j ) − sin( j ) 0 
T ( j ) =  sin( j ) cos( j ) 0 
 0
0
1 
z

where q j is the number of the lines stored in the memory for insert j . Pl ,Pjsd , l  x, y, z is the
pocket-oriented point cloud data Pl ,Psd stored for insert j .
The transformation in Eq. (3.15) is applied to all the cutting inserts until the tool assembly is
generated. Figure 3.9 shows a sample tool assembly with the definitions of effective tool radius,
height, and angular location for each insert element.
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Figure 3.9: Representation of Kennametal SDMW120412TN insert heights, tool radii, and angular locations
on Kennametal 5230VS12-A100Z6R133 multi-level indexable milling cutter [62]. The sample tool assembly
consists of 14 different cutting insert heights

Assembling the final cutter may require multiple insert positioning on multipoint cutters, while the
tool coordinate system matches the pocket-oriented insert in single-point cutters.
A note on the developed CAD interpretation algorithm: The algorithm presented in this chapter
underlies the assumption of the cutter to be right-hand when interpreting the CAD files. The
methodology developed here is further extended in Chapter 4 to include left-hand and neutral
cutters.
Case study: Sandvik Coromant DS20-D4200L50-04 Indexable Drill
Double insert, 42-mm diameter drill bit for mild to semi-heavy-duty applications from Sandvik
Coromant is modeled in 2D and 3D. The CAD model of the tool assembly and the crude
(unoriented) inserts are available on the manufacturer's website [54]. The CAD model of the tool
setup and the interpreted inserts as DXF and STL files are presented in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: (a) The CAD model of DS20-D4200L50-04 [54] provided by the manufacturer with geometrical
specifications; (b) The interpreted DXF (left) and STL (right) models of the inner insert (DS20-0608-C-L5 1344)
with the location of its reference point; (c) The interpreted DXF (left) and STL (right) models of the outer insert
(DS20-0608-P-H5W 43344) with the location of its reference point

To assemble the tool setup using the interpreted crude insert models, first, the inserts are oriented
to match the pocket (seat) alignments. The orientation angles  x ,  y ,  z are either provided by
the manufacturer (also referred to as axial rake angle  f , cutting edge angle  r , and radial rake
angle  r , respectively) or can be obtained through the CAD model of the holder or in-situ, using
a contact type instrument, such as CMM or tool microscope [2].
Outer Insert: The orientation angles are calculated for the outer insert in Figure 3.11 using
the CAD model offered by the maker. These angles are used to align the models with the exterior
pocket in x P y P z P coordinates.
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Figure 3.11: The orientation angles obtained from the CAD file for the outer insert

The tool radius R1T , height H1 , and angular location 1 are also obtained from the tool setup
provided for the outer insert. These values are illustrated in Figure 3.12.
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ront iew
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Bottom iew

Figure 3.12: The height (left), tool radius (middle), and angular location (right) for the outer insert in the tool
setup

The insert can be positioned in the tool coordinate system xT yT zT using the information obtained
from the CAD file provided.
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Inner Insert: The orientation angles are measured for the inner insert in Figure 3.13 using
the same technique. These angles are leveraged to orient the inner insert inside its pocket in
x P y P z P coordinates.

Bottom iew

eft iew

Back iew

Figure 3.13: Measured orientation angles for the inner insert

For the inner insert, the tool radius R2T , height H 2 , and angular location  2 with respect to the
reference point are also obtained using the tool assembly. These values are presented in Figure
3.14.
. mm

Back iew

Bottom iew

Bottom iew

Figure 3.14: The height (left), tool radius (middle), and angular location (right) of the inner insert in the tool
assembly

Assembling the Tool: Using the information obtained from the CAD model of the tool
setup, it is possible to regenerate the tool assembly with analytically defined geometric features.
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Eqs. (3.12) to (3.15) are used to build the mathematical model of the tool using 2D and 3D models
of the inserts. Figure 3.15 Shows the tool assembly compared to the interpreted model.

mm

C D ssembly

mm

D model

D model

Figure 3.15: The assembled 2D (middle) and 3D (right) models using interpreted inserts compared to the tool
assembly CAD file provided by the manufacturer (left)

The mathematically defined tool data enables to re-assemble the setup under different geometric
conditions. The optimal design of the double insert drill bit is achieved by evaluating the mechanics
and dynamics of drilling for the generated model.
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4 Chapter 4: Generalized Geometric Modeling of Cutting dge
Equation Chapter 4 Section 1
A set of parameters to define the machining operations are presented for an arbitrary tool
setup. Cutting processes are generalized by vectorizing the spindle speed and cutting velocities,
and a unified model is demonstrated through the integration of right-hand and left-hand machining
operations. Both internal and external processes are covered and included in the general model
using binary parameters, and the method is illustrated on sample cutting operations for indexable
and solid tools. The cutting edges along each feature are calculated analytically by defining cutting
angles for tool assemblies built by the interpreted CAD files. Sample case studies are presented to
elaborate the definition of cutting angles for different types of machining processes.

4.1 General Geometric Operation Parameters
Machining processes are defined through the cutter geometry and operation parameters. The
proposed mechanics and dynamics models follow the definitions of cutting edge geometries
interpreted from their CAD models and generalized geometric parameters of machining
operations. Operation parameters are unified for single-point (e.g., turning, boring) and multi-point
tools with varying layers of cutting section such as milling, drilling, and multi-task boring heads.
The following parameters are assumed to define a machining operation:
•

Immersion Angles and Depth of Cut

•

Feed and Spindle Speed

•

Feed and Spindle Speed Directions

•

Operation Side (i.e., Internal, External)

•

Hand of Operation
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4.1.1

Immersion Angles and Depth of Cut

Material removal in machining processes through the formation of the cutting chips may occur in
the radial and axial directions. In general, two perpendicular planes are assumed to define the
cutting region by the projection of the in-cut material. Projected cutting material normal to
tool/workpiece translational motion is denoted as “Depth of Cut” ( a ) is for each cutting element.
Relatedly, the in-cut material viewed through the rotational movement of the tool/workpiece is
bounded between the starting immersion angle  st and exit immersion angle ex .

Figure 4.1: Graphical demonstration of the depth of cut ( a ), starting immersion angle (  st ), and exit
immersion angle ( ex ) in milling with a 3-flute solid flat endmill. (𝒂) Isometric view of the process with rotating
and moving tool; (𝒃) Immersion zone from the bottom view

The depth of cut and immersion angles are shown for a 3-flute solid flat endmill in Figure 4.1. As
illustrated, the depth of cut is measured in the xT z T plane of the tool coordinate system xT yT zT
from the lowest tool level ( H = 0 ). Likewise, the immersion angles are defined around the process
axis of rotation ( + Z ) while increasing in a clockwise manner from the +Y axis. For a general
machining operation, however, the immersion angles defined are global and may be subjected to
slight change at different locations along the cutting edge depending on the effective runout and
the tool’s translation feed per revolution [63]. Although not included in this thesis, altering
immersions are possible for operations with varying geometry along the cutting path.
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4.1.2

Feed and Spindle Speed Vectors

Machining operations are aimed to remove material from a workpiece by cutting layers. The
workpiece cutting layer is turned into chips. The machining processes involve the relative motion
of the tool and workpiece in translation and rotation modes. Rotational motion is delivered by the
spindle attached to either tool (e.g., milling, drilling) or workpiece (e.g., turning, boring) and
immerses uncut material into the cutting region. At the same time, the translational motion, called
“ eed,” would approach the tool-workpiece assembly in a relative configuration. Translational
motion for both tool and workpiece is common, and it is dependent on the machining device and
process type.

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of right-hand indexable rough milling with circular inserts in (𝒂)
Isometric view with table feed; (𝒃) chip formation at the top view; (𝒄) close-up view of the positioned insert
with respect to the reference point

The effective spindle speed vector n is defined as the relative rotational motion of the tool nT
with respect to the workpiece nW . Similarly, the effective feed vector V f is measures as the
relative tool translational motion V fT towards the workpiece V fW .
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The feed and spindle speed vectors are shown for sample milling with the indexable tool and
drilling with the solid tool in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.

( )
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ilot ole
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of throughout drilling with a 2-flute solid drill bit in (𝒂) Isometric view with the feed
and spindle speed vectors on the same axis; (𝒃) close-up of the cutting region with the definition of depth of cut
T

W

( a ), tool radius ( R ), and workpiece radius ( R ) for drilling, and (𝒄) Bottom view of a full immersion (

st = 0 , ex = 2 )
The feed and spindle speed vectors are defined mathematically as follows.

n = nT − nW
(4.1)

V f = V fT − V fW
While the spindle is mounted to a rotating shaft in turning operations, the spindle rotates the tool
in milling, drilling, and boring processes. Some operations, turn-milling, for instance, require a
synchronous rotational motion of both workpiece and tool spindles. The spindle condition is
determined by time-independent binary parameters as a function of spindle speed vectors.
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1
gTS = 
0

nT  0
nT = 0

1
gWS = 
0

nW  0
nW = 0

(4.2)

Where gTS and gWS are 1 for an active tool and workpiece spindle, respectively.

4.1.3

Feed and Spindle Speed Angles

Although most machining operations involve feed and spindle motion, the orientation of feed and
spindle speed vector is heavily dependent on the process type. For instance, while the feed and
spindle axes are perpendicular in milling and radial turning operations, drilling, boring, and axial
turning processes suppose the same axis of motion for both feed and spindle speed. The feed vector
can be inclined to the rotational axis, such as tapering, contouring, and ramp milling operations.
Thus, a generalized model should be capable of defining angles to support the magnitude of the
relative tool/workpiece motion.
The feed angle  f is measured in the xT z T plane of the tool coordinate system ( xT yT zT ), and it is
defined as the positive angle between the feed vector V f and the − zT axis. Similarly, the spindle
speed angle  n is calculated in the xT z T plane and is described as a positive acute angle between
the spindle speed vector n and the  z T axis. These angles are demonstrated for tapering and
contouring operations shown in Figure 4.4.
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apering

( )

Contouring

or piece

( )

( )

( )

Contouring

apering

eference
oint

Figure 4.4: Schematic of (𝒂) tapering (left) and contouring (right) of a shaft at tapering and contouring angles
of  and

 , respectively. The depth of cut: a , feed rate: V f , spindle speed: n . Feed and spindle speed angles

for (𝒃) tapering and (𝒄) contouring; (𝒅) The offset between the process coordinates XYZ and the insert
coordinates xyz

The feed and spindle speed angles can be mathematically expressed as follows based on their
components in the xT z T plane.
 − (V

 f = cos −1 




f

Vf

)

z






 ( n) 
z 
 n 



 n = cos −1 

(4.3)

Where (V f ) and ( n ) z are the z T component of the feed and spindle speed vectors, respectively.
z
Feed T f and spindle speed T n transformation matrices can be specified based on the definition
of the corresponding angles in the xT z T plane.
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 − sin( f ) 0 cos( f ) 


T = T ( f − ) = 
0
1
0

2
 − cos( f ) 0 − sin( f ) 


f



y

(4.4)

 cos( n ) 0 sin( n ) 
T = T ( n ) =  0
1
0 
 − sin( n ) 0 cos( n ) 
n

y

Feed transformation matrix T f rotates the entities about the yT axis by  f −  / 2 . Similarly, all
entities would turn by  n about the yT axis using the spindle speed transformation matrix T n .
A note on the modeled feed and spindle speed angles: The model proposed in this thesis is
capable of simulating the 3-axis machining operations, where the tool motion takes place in the
xT z T plane of the process coordinate system [64]. The additional tool movement in the yT

direction or rotational axes ( A, B, C ) is possible in the more sophisticated operations such as turnmilling, helical interpolation, and 4- to 5-axis milling [65], [66]. Although not covered in this
thesis, the same methods developed are applicable to the complex operations, with the change of
immersion angles resulting from off-plane feed motion.

4.1.4

Side of Operation

The machining processes can be divided into “ nternal” and “ xternal” based on the location and
aim of the process. A schematic of the internal and external machining operation is presented in
Figure 4.5 for the boring process.
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( )

( )

( )

( )

Figure 4.5: Boring schematic using Kennametal A28UMTFNR4 boring bar [62] in (𝒂) internal and (𝒃) external
sides; (𝒄) close-up of internal boring with the definition of depth of cut

a and effective workpiece radius RW

from the centerline to the insert reference point; (𝒅) close-up view of external boring operation

The definition of the process side is mathematically determined by binary parameter g IE :
1
g IE = 
−1

Internal
External

(4.5)

Based on the process hand, the spindle speed vector may be subjected to a change as follows:

(

n = g IE nT − nW

4.1.5

)

(4.6)

Hand of Operation

Machining and setups are configured in various manners based on the operation, device space,
accessibility, and country standards. Three possible cutter configurations are:
•

Right-hand
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•

Left-hand

•

Neutral

eft hand
Cutting dge

eutral
Cutting dge

ight hand
Cutting dge

Figure 4.6: Representation of the insert cutting edge in left-hand (L), neutral (N), and right-hand (R) tool setups

In milling and drilling processes, a right-hand (R) cutter would rotate clockwise (CW) when looked
at from the drive side, while a left-hand (L) tool rotates counter-clockwise (CCW). In general, the
side of the tool that engages with the workpiece determines the operation hand. The right and
bottom surfaces of a right-hand cutter may immerse in the cut region, whereas the left-hand tools
assume the opposite. A neutral (N) tool has only the bottom cutting edge involved in cut, such as
machining configuration in radial turning operations. The insert’s cutting edge for different
operation hands is shown in Figure 4.6.
A binary, time-independent parameter g h is defined to describe the operation hand in an arbitrary
machining operation mathematically.
sign ( ( n ) )
z

gh =  1

−1

( n )z  0
( n )z = 0

& (V f

)

x

0

(4.7)

otherwise

he function “sign” returns the sign of a non-zero element (i.e., sign( x) = x / x , x  0 ), indicating
a right-hand or neutral operation while gh = −1 describing the left-hand configurations.
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The equations developed in Chapter 3 underlie the assumption of a right-hand cutter. The
methodology is extended to a general cutter using the binary parameter. The initially interpreted
CAD file model can be modified as:
i2 
 i1
 i
i 4 
 3
. 
 Pi  = g h   .


. 
 .
i 2 q −1 i 2 q 

 q 2

m
ˆ1

ˆ2
m

ˆ 
A
 = .
 .

ˆq
m

nˆ 1
nˆ 2
.
.
nˆ q

ˆl 
1

ˆl 
2
 g h 112 
.  


021 022  33
.

ˆl 
q  q3

(4.8)

The modifications are applied to flip the input geometry horizontally. The modified cutter would
resemble a right-hand tool and can be analyzed accordingly through the same algorithms presented
in Chapter 3.
The rotation angles are modified in Eq. (4.9) to capture the proper positioning of the left-hand
inserts as,
 P 
 PP 
  x ,sd 
 xP,sd 
Ref
P
=
R
g

R

R
g

 y ,sd 
z ( h z ) x ( x ) y ( h y )   Py , sd  − P

 P 
  Pz ,sd 
 Pz ,sd 










(4.9)

1  s  q, 1  d  2
T

A
ˆ T  = Rz ( g h z ) Rx ( x ) Ry ( g h y )   A
ˆ  .
  ,*s  31
  ,s* 13

After the CAD file interpretation is completed, the inserts are located on the tool holder
corresponding to the process hand. Thus, a modification is required in the tool coordinate system
to unify the model.
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  g h PxP, jsd   g RT  
 PxT, jsd 
 T 
  h j 

  P
z 

 Py , jsd  = T  (2 − g h ) −  j   Py , jsd  +  0  
2

  P  

 T 
  Pz , jsd   H j  
 Pz , jsd 




(4.10)
1 j  N, 1 s  qj, 1 d  2

The difference between the start and exit immersion angles  st and ex is presented in Figure 4.7
in milling with a 6-flute solid endmill when machining with left- and right-hand cutters.

Figure 4.7: The difference between the left- and right-hand machining in terms of immersion angles

Due to the clockwise definition of the immersion increase, the starting immersion angle is larger
than the exit immersion angle in the left-hand machining processes. The entry and exit of the cut
can be defined as minimum and maximum value between  st and ex , respectively.

4.1.6

Process Coordinates and Reference Parameters

The tool coordinate system xT yT zT matches the process coordinate system XYZ in milling and
drilling. In turning processes (i.e., axial turning, radial turning, tapering, contouring), the tool is
offset from the workpiece by the workpiece radius RW . At the same time, in boring, the cutter is
positioned at a radial offset from the in-cut bore.
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Based on Eq. (4.2), Eq. (4.3), and Eq. (4.5), for an arbitrary insert j , the relationship between the
stored point cloud data in the tool coordinate and the process coordinate is defined as:
RT ,max = max( RTj )
RTP = (1 − gTS ) g h ( g IE RW − RT ,max ) cos( n ) − g h RT ,max sin( n ) 0 g IE RW sin( n ) 

T

(4.11)
  PxT, jsd 

 PX , jsd 





y
T
TP
 PY , jsd  = T ( g h n )   Py , jsd  + R 
 T 



  Pz , jsd 

 PZ , jsd 



1 j  N, 1 s  qj, 1 d  2

To summarize, the process parameters, including feed angles  f , spindle speed angles  n , first
tooth locations 1 , starting immersion angles  st , exit immersion angles ex , and process side g IE
are listed in Table 4.1 as a reference. Both left- and right-hand cases of standard machining
processes are covered.
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Table 4.1: Reference process parameters for common machining operations

Hand

f

n

1

st ,ex

g IE

R

 /2

0

0  1  2

0  st  ex  

1

L

 /2

0

0  1  2

  ex  st  2

1

R

0

0

0  1  2

0  st  ex  2

1

L

0

0

0  1  2

0  ex  st  2

1

R

0

0

0  1  2

st = 0 , ex = 2

1

L

0

0

0  1  2

st = 2 , ex = 0

1

R

0

0

 /2

st = 0 , ex = 2

1

L

0

0

3 / 2

st = 2 , ex = 0

1

R

0

0

 /2

st = 0 , ex = 2

-1

L

0

0

3 / 2

st = 2 , ex = 0

-1

R

 /2

 /2

 /2

st = 0 , ex = 2

-1

L

 /2

 /2

3 / 2

st = 2 , ex = 0

-1

Radial Turning

N

0

 /2

 /2

st = 0 , ex = 2

-1

Grooving

N

0

 /2

 /2

st = 0 , ex = 2

-1

R

 / 2 f 

 /2

 /2

st = 0 , ex = 2

-1

L

 / 2 f 

 /2

3 / 2

st = 2 , ex = 0

-1

R

0 f  / 2



 /2

st = 0 , ex = 2

-1

L

0 f  / 2



3 / 2

st = 2 , ex = 0

-1

Milling

Plunge Milling

Drilling

Internal Boring

External Boring

Axial Turning

Tapering

Contouring
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4.2 Discretization of the Cutting Edges
Due to the oblique nature of the conventional machining operations, the basic orthogonal
principles are not practical; hence, the complex cutting geometries are discretized along their
cutting edge into oblique cutting edge elements. Each cutting element is oriented by the oblique
angles (also cutting angles) and analyzed separately. The integration of incremental cutting angles
leads to a generalized mechanics and dynamics model regardless of the process type and
complexity of the cutter geometry.
The section is organized to introduce the operation cutting planes, where the cutting angles can be
evaluated. Then, the discretization process is explained through various examples of cutting tools.
The cutting angles are derived at each element and stored for future cutting mechanics and
dynamics processing.

4.2.1

Operation Planes

The geometrical definitions for cutting tools provided by ISO standards [67] are used to describe
the effective cutting segments along the cutting edge. The geometries are investigated on the
cutting plane determined by the feed and velocity vectors as explained in the following [2], [46]:
Relative Rotational Velocity ( Vn ): An elemental cutter is presented in Figure 4.8 for a 4-flute right-

hand (R) milling cutter. The cutter is shown in the process coordinate system XYZ , and the radii
for each cutting edge are denoted with a radius vector r j from the centerline. The radius vector is
measured from the axis of rotation, which is defined as + Z in the process coordinate system.
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eed elocity
otational elocity
Cutting elocity

Figure 4.8: Schematic of a rotating 4-fluted milling element at the spindle speed of

n and feed velocity of V f

. The rotational velocity Vn and resultant cutting velocity Vc is shown for each element

The spindle speed vector of magnitude n [rev/min] rotates the cutting element around the rotation
axis. The rotational velocity of each edge Vn , j [m/min] is calculated using the radius and spindle
speed vector as:
Vn , j = n  rj

(4.12)

It is assumed in the example that all the cutting points along the tool axis are at the same radial
location. In general, radial location is calculated incrementally along the depth of cut. See Section
4.2.2 for details.
Feed Velocity ( V f ): The feed velocity of each cutting edge is defined as the magnitude of the feed

velocity vector V f [m/min] and is in the xT z T plane of the tool coordinate system. The feed vector
is rotated to the xT axis for generalization purposes with the detailed explanation in Section 4.2.2.
Feed per revolution f r [m/rev] is related to the feed velocity by the spindle speed as:

fr =

Vf
n

(4.13)
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Resultant Cutting Velocity ( Vc ): The resultant cutting velocity vector Vc [m/min] includes the

definition of both feed and rotational vectors. The resultant cutting velocity may differ in direction
and magnitude for two consecutive edges, as shown in Figure 4.8. The feed velocity is generally
smaller than the rotational velocity at all the edges, except for the threading [68], thread-milling
[69], [70], and drilling operations. However, although ignored in the literature [2], the model
proposed in this thesis considers the effect of the feed velocity to unify the cutting processes. The
assumption implies that the tool-in-hand is different from the tool-in-use, and a proper operation
cutting planes should be taken into account.
Working Planes ( Pf , Pfe ): Operation planes are demonstrated graphically using a ball-nose endmill

in Figure 4.9a. A yellow circle is selected on the cutting edge to represent the sample cutting point.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

Figure 4.9: Schematic of the (𝒂) operation planes at a sample point (yellow) for a ball-nose endmill in 3-axis
machining; (𝒃) the assumed and working planes ( Pf , Pfe ); (𝒄) tool and working reference planes ( Pr , Pre ); (𝒅)
tool and working cutting edge normal planes ( Pn , Pne ); (𝒆) tool and working cutting edge planes ( Ps , Pse )
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Assumed working plane ( Pf ) is defined at the selected point as the plane containing the project of

( )

the feed vector in the xT y T plane V f

xy

and the rotational velocity vector Vn . Conversely, the

working plane ( Pfe ) represents the tool-in-use conditions and contains the feed velocity vector V f
and the rotational velocity vector Vn and is defined at the selected point location. These working
planes are shown in Figure 4.9b for 3-axis milling. For 3-axis milling, the working plane is oriented
position dependently due to the axial feed velocity. 5-axis milling can be analyzed similarly.
Tool Reference Plane ( Pr ) and Working Reference Plane ( Pre ): As shown in Figure 4.9c, the tool

reference plane ( Pr ) passes through the selected point and is perpendicular to the rotational velocity
vector Vn . Correspondingly, the working reference plane ( Pre ) is normal to the resultant cutting
velocity Vc , defined at the selected point location. The tool reference plane ( Pr ) contains the radius
vector r j and passes through the center of the coordinate system.
Cutting Edge Normal Plane ( Pn , Pne ): The definition of the tool cutting edge normal plane ( Pn ) for

the tool-in-hand is identical to the definition of the working cutting edge normal plane ( Pne ) for
the tool-in-use (i.e., Pn  Pne ). Thus, the cutting edge normal plane is defined in this thesis as a
plane passing the selected point and perpendicular to a line tangent to the cutting edge at the
selected location. A graphical representation of these planes is presented in Figure 4.9d.
Tool Cutting Edge Plane ( Ps ) and Working Cutting Edge Plane ( Pse ): The plane tangent to the

cutting edge at the selected point and perpendicular to the tool reference plane ( Pr ); thus containing
the rotational velocity vector Vn is defined as the tool cutting edge plane ( Ps ). Likewise, the
working cutting edge plane ( Pse ) contains the selected point and its tangent while it is perpendicular
to the working reference plane ( Pre ) and includes the resultant cutting velocity Vc . These planes
are shown in Figure 4.9e.
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4.2.2

Discretization Process

The cutting edges along the depth of cut are divided into small, differential elements.
Discretization can be leveraged to govern cutting angles elementally for complex geometries,
where the direct derivation of cutting mechanics is not feasible. The discretization algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 4.10 for tapering. The process is described in multiple steps as follows:
tep 1
( )

( )

( )

eference
oint

( ) tep 3

( )

tep 2

eference
oint

Figure 4.10: Schematic of discretization process using SECO C4-DDJNR-27050-11JETI [71] in tapering in
process coordinates XYZ ; (𝒂) general overview of the process and the reference plane; (𝒃) reference plane
T

T

view at the insert reference point; (𝒄) the feed velocity vector and angle in the tool coordinate system x y z
P

P

; (𝒅) Transformation from the pocket-oriented coordinates x y z
discretizing the tool along the depth of cut at

a

P

f

f

T

f

to the feed coordinates x y z ; (𝒆)

increments

The following discretization steps are repeated for all inserts.
Step 1: The reference plane Pr at the reference point of the j th insert Pjref is selected, and
the insert is analyzed within this plane. For a sample tapering case, the reference plane for the only
entity available is shown in Figure 4.10b. It is noted that all the entities are at their pocket-oriented
coordinate system x P y P z P within this plane.
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Step 2: The discretization is carried out perpendicular to the direction of the feed vector
V f ; hence, the entity is rotated by  f −


2

calculated in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4). The point cloud is

referred to as feed coordinates x f y f z f , as shown in Figure 4.10d.
 Pxf, jsd 
 f 
f
 Py , jsd  = T
 f 
 Pz , jsd 

 PxP, jsd 
 P 
 Py , jsd 
 P 
 Pz , jsd 

(4.14)
1 j  N, 1 s  qj, 1 d  2

The transformation aligns the insert normal to the depth of cut, while the feed vector is oriented at
the + x f axis.
Step 3: As shown in Figure 4.10e, the depth of cut a is discretized into aN equally sized
increments of the thickness a .
a =

a
aN

(4.15)

Each element at the discretized cutting edge of the insert j is denoted with the letter k . As the
tool is rotated normal to the feed direction, the geometry of the cutter in milling, axial turning,
tapering, and contouring would be divided axially. In contrast, the geometry increments are in the
radial direction in drilling and boring; hence, the increments resemble disks in the former, while
rings in the latter (Figure 4.11b).
The location of the segment k is always calculated in the deviating direction from the reference
point. Thus, in milling, for instance, the location is measured axially from the zero heigh, while it
is measured radially in drilling from the drilled hole (workpiece) radius.
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( )

( )

( )

Figure 4.11: Discretized drilling elements in (𝒂) drilling with a double insert Sandvik Coromant DS20D4200L50-04 [54]; (𝒃) the bottom view with ring-shaped increments; (𝒄) discretizing each insert at their feed
coordinates

Each of the elements of the thickness a is identified by their mid-section. The offset between the
midsection of the level k and the starting point (i.e., zero height or workpiece radius) is calculated
as:

zk =

(2k − 1)
a
2

(4.16)

Where the superscript e determines the height belongs to an element and is independent of the
insert number j . At level k , not all the entities are available; thus, the presence of the cutting edge
for the entity j is determined by an invariant binary parameter g1 as follows:
1
−1

g1, jk = 

Available
Missing

(4.17)
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As shown in Figure 4.11, the outer insert ( j = 1 ) is not available to cut at level k ; hence, the binary
parameter g1,1k = 0 for this insert. The number of the active teeth to cut at level k can be calculated
by the summation of all the entities available to cut:
N

N a ,k =  g1, jk

(4.18)

j =1

Where N a ,k is always smaller or equal to the number of cutting entities N .

( )

( )

eference
oint

( )

irst evel of
Discreti ation

Figure 4.12: Schematic of (𝒂) left-hand (L) turning process; (𝒃) transformation from the pocket-oriented
P

P P

coordinates x y z

n

n n

to spindle coordinates x y z for the equivalent right-hand (R) model of the insert; (𝒄)

graphical definitions of the height limits

Elemental Locations: As the interpreted input CAD model of all the entities only includes the

coordinates of the start and endpoints, the exact location of the cutting increments (also elements)
are interpolated. At a sample level k and for insert j , all the lines stored from the CAD file must
be checked, and the one at the cutting section of the tool should be extracted.
As shown in Figure 4.12c, a cutting entity j would be available to cut depending on the cutting
increment zk lies within the limiting heights of the entity. Based on the tool radius RTj and height
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H j , and the process type, the limiting minimum Lmin
and maximum Lmax
heights for which an
j
j

insert can be in-cut are measured as:




Lmin
=  H j sin( f ) − ( RT ,max − RTj ) sin( −  f )  − min( Lmin
j
j )
2


(4.19)
max
j

L

=L

min
j

+ max( P
s ,d

f
z , jsd

) − min( P

f
z , jsd

s ,d

)

If the criterion above is not met (i.e., zk  Lmin
or zk  Lmax
), the binary parameter g1, jk would be
j
j
set to zero, as in the example in Figure 4.11b. All the stored line data must be oriented in the
increasing height order for the in-cut inserts and be checked to achieve the cutting edge at the level
k . For all the entities within the limiting heights of insert j , Eq. (4.20) is used to calculate the

location and unit face normal vector of possible elements. At each level k , the element with the

largest radial offset from the coordinate system (i.e., max 


(P ) + (P )
e, f 2
x , jk

e, f 2
y , jk


 ) and a positive


rake (i.e., ÂT , j 2 s  0 ) will be selected as element jk . Assuming line number s (1  s  q j ) meets
the criteria mentioned, the location and unit normal vector of the interpolated cutting element in
the feed coordinate system is calculated as follows:

Pze, ,jkf = zk − Lmin
j

e, f
x , jk

P

= (P

e, f
z , jk

−P

f
z , js1

(P
)P
(

f
x , js 2

− Px ,f js1 )

f
z , js 2

−P

f
z , js1

)

+ Px f, js1
(4.20)

e, f
y , jk

P

= (P

e, f
z , jk

−P

f
z , js1

(P
) P
(

f
y , js 2

− Pyf, js1 )

f
z , js 2

−P

f
z , js1

)

+ Pyf, js1

ˆe =A
ˆT
A
 , jk
 , j *s
Where the x and y coordinates of the cutting element in the feed coordinates system are linearly
interpolated.
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Elemental Radius: The calculation of the elemental radius r jk (Figure 4.13b) is not feasible in feed

coordinates due to positioning. Hence, the interpolated location of the cutting edge element is
transferred to the spindle coordinate system x n y n z n using the spindle speed transformation matrix

Tn :

R eff
j

 RTj + (1 − gTS ) ( g IE RW − RT ,max ) cos( n ) − RT ,max sin( n ) 


=
0



W
H j + g IE R sin( n )


1  j  N , 1  k  aN
  Pxe,,jkP 
 g IE Pxe,,jkn 
 e,n 
n   e, P 
eff
P
=
T
  Py , jk  + R j
y
,
jk


  P e, P 
 Pze, ,jkn 


  z , jk 



,



(4.21)

 Pxe,,jkP 
 e,P 
f
 Py , jk  = (T
 Pze, ,jkP 



)

T

 Pxe,,jkf 
 e, f 
 Py , jk 
 Pze, ,jkf 



Where Reff
is the effective radius considering the tool and workpiece. The elemental radius r jk is
j
calculated in the spindle coordinate system as follows:

rjk =

(P ) + (P )
2

e,n
x , jk

e,n
y , jk

2

(4.22)

The cutting edge elemental radius should also be calculated from the tool and workpiece
perspective:

rjkT = gTS rjk + (1 − gTS )

(P ) + (P
e, P
x , jk

2

e, P
y , jk

+ RTj

)

2

(4.23)

rjkW = (1 − gTS ) rjk + gTS

(P

e, P
x , jk

+ g IE RW

) + (P )
2

e, P
y , jk

2
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Effective Runouts: At level k , the radial runout  rjk is modeled as a part of the elemental radii and

can be calculated based on the radii obtained in Eq. (4.23) as [63]:

 rjk = rjkT − min(rjkT )
j

(4.24)

The radial runout is effective when the tool has an in-plane motion (i.e.,  f  0 ) as seen in milling,
axial turning, tapering, and contouring. For other processes with an axial feed, drilling, for
instance, the axial runout  ajk plays the dominant role. The elemental height in the tool coordinate
system is required to calculate the axial runout, and subsequently, the axial runout is obtained
similarly to its radial counterpart.

H ejk = Pzn, ,jke cos( n ) + g IE ( Pxn, ,jke − RW ) sin( n )
(4.25)

 ajk = max ( H ejk ) − H ejk
j

The effective runout  eff
jk is calculated by combining the effects of both radial and axial runouts in
the feed direction:
r
a
 eff
jk =  jk sin ( f ) +  jk cos ( f )

4.2.3

(4.26)

Derivation of Cutting Angles

The oblique angles (also cutting angles), namely cutting edge angle  r , jk , normal rake angle  n , jk
, inclination angle s , jk , and lag angle  jk are obtained incrementally using the interpolated data
along the discretized cutting edge.
At level k and for the tooth j , it is assumed that the line number s (1  s  q j ) is selected to meet
the cutting edge defining criteria in the feed coordinate system x f y f z f . Similar to the elemental
locations, a tangent vector  jk is calculated for the cutting element.
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 jk =  Pxf, js 2 − Pxf, js1 Pyf, js 2 − Pyf, js1 Pz ,f js 2 − Pz ,f js1 

T

(4.27)

The elemental radius vector rjk can be defined at the location of the cutting element in the spindle
coordinates x n y n z n :

rjk =  Pxe,,jkn

Pye,,jkn

0

T

(4.28)

The magnitude of this vector equals the elemental radius calculated in Eq. (4.22). Figure 4.13b
illustrates this vector on all the cutting flutes in a serrated endmill.
( )

( )

evel

( )

evel

Figure 4.13: Schematic of a serrated milling tool (𝒂) discretized at its heigh; (𝒃) different flutes with various
radii at the level; (𝒄) graphical representation of the cutting angles

The rotational, feed, and resultant cutting velocities [m/min] at the cutting element jk are obtained
following Eq. (4.12) as:
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(

)

Vne, jk = n − zˆ n  rjk = n  Pye,,jkn
V fe, jk = V f

− Pxe,,jkn

0 0 

0 

T

T

(4.29)

Vce, jk = Vne, jk + V fe, jk
Cutting Edge Angle κ r, jk : The angle between the working edge plane Pse and the working plane

Pfe , measured in the tool reference plane Pr is the cutting edge angle [67] (see Figure 4.9).

Alternatively, the same angle can be obtained by measuring the angular offset between the tool
edge plane Ps and the working plane Pfe , measuring in the tool reference plane Pr [2]. While the
schematic of this angle is shown in Figure 4.13c, the tangent vector  jk represents the tool edge
plane Ps at the element jk . The working plane Pfe and the tool reference planes are built by the
elemental rotational velocity vector Vne, jk and the elemental radius vector rjk .
First, the projection of the tangent vector in the reference plane  jk is calculated by subtracting
its normal component  jk from the tangent vector.

 jk =

Vne, jk .  jk
e
n , jk

V

e
n , jk

.V

Vne, jk

(4.30)

 jk =  jk −  jk
Then, the cutting edge angle  r , jk is calculated as the angle between  jk and the elemental radius
vector rjk :

  jk . rjk
  jk rjk


 r , jk = cos −1 






(4.31)

The cutting-angle varies between 0 and  , and is generally  / 2 for conventional processes.
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Normal Rake Angle γ n, jk : Normal rake angle is defined as the angle between the tool rake face

normal and the working reference plane Pre , measured in the cutting edge normal plane Pn [67].
This angle can also be obtained by projecting the elemental resultant cutting velocity vector Vce, jk
into the cutting edge normal plane Pn . The angle between the projected velocity vector and the
rake face normal determines the normal rake angle (see Figure 4.13c).
To obtain the elemental normal rake angle  n , jk , first, the projection of the elemental cutting
velocity Vce, jk on the cutting edge normal is found using the elemental tangent vector  jk :

 Vc , jk =

Vce, jk .  jk
 jk .  jk

 jk

(4.32)

 Vc , jk = Vce, jk −  Vc , jk
The angle between the rake face normal vector Âe , jk and the projected velocity vector  Vc , jk is
measured as the normal rake angle as follows:
ˆe
Ne , jk =  jk  A
 , jk

(4.33)

 n , jk

 Ne . 
 , jk
Vc , jk
= − cos  e
 N , jk  Vc , jk
2




−1






Where Ne , jk is only used for calculation purposes. The normal rake angle  n , jk takes values
between − / 2 and  / 2 , and is 0 for a normal cut.
Note: Although not considered in this thesis, the normal rake angle is in general time-dependent
due to the time-variant resultant cutting velocity. To capture the time effect, the elemental feed
vector in Eq. (4.29) can be re-written as a function of time:
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V

e
f , ijk


= Vf 


(sin ( ) sin ( )) + ( cos ( ))
2

ijk

f

2

f

( )

− sin ( f ) cos ijk


0


T

(4.34)

With Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33) repeated at every time instant i .
Local Inclination Angle

s, jk : The inclination angle (Figure 4.13c) is measured on the working

cutting edge plane Pse . This angle is defined as the angular offset between the cutting edge and the
working reference plane Pre [67]. Alternatively, the tool cutting edge plane Ps may be considered,
and the angle between the cutting edge and the assumed working plane Pr to be measured [2].
To calculate the inclination angle, the angle between the elemental rotational velocity vector Vne, jk
and the elemental tangent vector  jk :
 Ve . 
c , jk
jk
 Vce, jk  jk


s , jk = cos −1 

 
−
 2


(4.35)

The range of the inclination angle is from − / 2 and  / 2 , and is 0 for a straight edge.
Lag Angle

 jk : Elemental lag angle for tooth j determines the phase delay until the k th level

immerses into cut compared to the reference point. The elemental lag angle is calculated using the
interpolated elemental locations in the spindle coordinate system:

 jk

 Pye,,jkn
= tan  e,n
P
 x , jk
−1





(4.36)

The angle measured in Eq. (4.36) is capable of capturing lag angles between − / 2 and  / 2 . It
is important to note that the function “ atan2 ” may be used for the exact calculation of the lag
angle.
For 2D tools where only simplified geometry is available, the equivalent 3D model can be
obtained, as explained in Chapter 3. The cutting angles along the cutting edge can be extracted
using the analytical formulation presented in Ref. [15].
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For complex or unknown insert or solid tool geometries, where the CAD model is not available,
the measurement of the cutting angles is possible manually using a contact-type instrument (e.g.,
Coordinate Measurement Machine/CMM, tool microscope) [2].
Case Study 1: Sandvik Coromant R390-040B32-11M Indexable Face Mill
The 4-fluted, 40-mm diameter, right-hand (R) Sandvik Coromant R390-040B32-11M indexable
milling cutter is modeled for climb milling of Aluminum. A generic representation and the process
CAD model are presented in Figure 4.14a.
( )

( )

rev/min
mm

. m/min

mm

Figure 4.14: (𝒂) Generic representation of 4-fluted, 40-mm Sandvik Coromant R390-040B32-11M with the
pocket angles

 x = −21.93 ,  y = 0 ,  z = 6.47

Climb face milling schematic with

(adopted from Sandvik Coromant Catalogue [54]); (𝒃)

n = 6000 rev/min, V f = 2.4 m/min, a = 5 mm

Based on Figure 4.14b,  n = 0,  f =  ,  st =  / 2 , ex =  , and the process is a right-hand (R),
internal machining operation (i.e., g h = 1 , g IE = 1 ) with the tool spindle rotating ( gTS = 1 , gWS = 0
). All the N = 4 inserts have a tool radius RTj = 20 mm and a tool height H j = 0 mm . The
workpiece diameter RW is not definable and can be ignored in the milling processes.
All the entities are similar; thus, only one of the inserts is analyzed here. The CAD model of the
insert is rotated to match the pocket-oriented alignments using the orientation angles provided by
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the manufacturer. A depth of cut a = 5 mm is applied on the insert, and it is divided into aN = 100
equally with axial increments a = 0.05 mm . The results of the CAD model interpretation are
shown in Figure 4.15, where red dots are the locations of the cutting elements, each at the elemental
height z k .
( )

( )

mm

.

Cutting
ection

mm

mm

P

P P

Figure 4.15: (a) The interpreted, pocket-oriented CAD model of the insert ( x y z

centered) with the cutting

section corresponding to the 5-mm depth of cut ( a = 5 mm ); (b) close-up view of the insert corner with the
discretized elements equally spaced by a = 0.05 mm in the axial direction (normal to feed)

Interpreting the cutting element coordinates for all the entities (duplicating in this case), the model
can be represented in the process coordinate system with the cutting section at all inserts, as shown

mm

in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: Face milling model with Sandvik Coromant R390-040B32-11M and the cutting section (red) for 5mm of depth of cut
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The cutting angles are interpolated at the locations of the red dots using Eqs. (4.30) to (4.36). These
angles are presented in Figure 4.17 along the cutting edge for the 5-mm of depth of cut.

Figure 4.17: The variation of cutting edge angle
angle 

jk

 r , jk , normal rake angle  n , jk , inclination angle s , jk , and lag

of all the inserts j for different levels k along the depth of cut. Depth of cut increments are 0.05

mm.

Case Study 2: Solid Drill bit
A 2-fluted solid drill bit is modeled for through-hole machining. Drill specifications and the
process parameters are presented in Figure 4.18.
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.

m/min

rev/min

.

mm

mm

. mm

.

Figure 4.18: The specifications of the modeled drill bit and the process parameters for through-hole machining:

n = 722 rev/min, V f = 0.1444 m/min, a = 3 mm
As presented in Figure 4.18, the model has N = 2 teeth, and the process is a right-hand (R), internal
machining operation (i.e., g h = 1 , g IE = 1 ). Based on the direction of feed and spindle speed vector,

 n = 0,  f = 0 , while  st = 0 , ex = 2 define a through-hole machining. The Tool spindle
rotates ( gTS = 1, gWS = 0 ) and both the flutes have a tool radius RTj = 3 mm equal to the workpiece
radius ( RW = RTj ). Edge heights are H j = 0 assuming that each tooth resembles an insert.
Using simplified 2D and detailed 3D models of the drill bit, a through-hole machining process is
simulated for a depth of cut a = 3 mm for the tool-in-hand. The cutting region is divided into
aN = 100 equally axial increments a = 0.03 mm and illustrated in Figure 4.19 for the 3D model

of the process.
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mm
Figure 4.19: The discretized cutting section for through-hole drilling with a solid drill bit. The lower section of
the drill is presented. Depth of cut is a = 3 mm , and increment thickness is a = 0.03 mm

The variation of the cutting angles along the depth of cut is captured for the 3D model and is
compared against the theory in Ref. [15] using the cutting edge obtained from the simplified 2D
model. The results are shown in Figure 4.20.

heory

D Model

heory

D Model
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D Model

D Model
heory

heory

Figure 4.20: The variation of the cutting angles along the depth of cut as a function of elemental radius. Theory
(Blue) and the interpolated results from the 3D CAD model (Red) are compared

As illustrated in Figure 4.20, the cutting angles describing the drill geometry obtained from the 3D
CAD model are in good agreement with the ones in the literature. It is noted that the theories
consider the tool-in-hand (i.e., feed effects excluded) and do not properly represent the variation
of the normal rake angle  n , jk close to the drill center. Since the feed velocity is comparable to the
rotational velocity at this region, the tool-in-use model should be implemented to accurately
simulate the process. The variation of the normal rake angle  n , jk is presented in Figure 4.21 for
different feeds per revolution f r of the drill bit.

mm/rev
mm/rev
mm/rev
mm/rev

Figure 4.21: The variation of normal rake angle

 n , jk along the drill cutting edge for different feeds per

revolution. Increment thickness is a = 0.03 mm
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A rise in the normal rake angle  n , jk is noticeable close to the drill center. At this region, the
rotational velocity tends to zero; hence, the feedrate overshadows the resultant velocity. The tool
indents the workpiece at this region rather than cutting it. The value of the normal rake angle  n , jk
at the Centerpoint (i.e., radial location equal to zero in Figure 4.21) can be adopted to evaluate the
drill indentation angle 2 w (also wedge angle). This indentation angle can be used by Finite
Element (FE) models [72] or plasticity theory [73] to calculate the indentation force in the feed
direction.

Figure 4.22: Illustration of the drill wedge angle and the normal rake angle close to the center

As shown in Figure 4.22, the drill half wedge angle  w is related to the normal rake angle close
to the centerline. An accurate estimation of the wedge angle is possible when very small depth of
cut increments are selected (i.e., a → 0 ).

w =


2

−  n , j1 | a → 0

(4.37)

Extrapolating the data presented in Figure 4.21, the normal rake angle at the center is calculated
to be 32.14 degrees. This value is equivalent to a wedge angle of 115.72

based on the

trigonometric relationship derived in Eq. (4.37). The wedge angle can also be theoretically
calculated using the half taper angle  t and the edge angle  c shown in Figure 4.18 as:
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 w = tan −1 ( tan ( t ) sin ( − c ) )
(4.38)
2 =118

t
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
 =106.7 → 2 w = 115.798
c

which is in agreement with the value derived from the interpreted CAD file.
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5 Chapter 5: Generalized Cutting Mechanics
Equation Chapter 5 Section 1

The cutting angles governed in the previous chapter are used to develop a generalized
mechanics model of machining processes. The immersion is explained as a function of time, and
a new unified kinematics model is presented to calculate the chip geometry, regardless of the
process type. The elemental forces are evaluated based on the chip area and integrated into the tool
and process coordinates. The marks left on the cut surface due to the tool static deflection are
estimated, and an approximate surface finish is predicted under stable cutting conditions. The
chapter is concluded by sample examples predicting the cutting mechanics of complex milling and
drilling operations.

5.1 Unified Cutting Kinematics
Machining operations vary in cutting kinematics as a definition of the actual chip thickness
formed during the process. While intermittent cutting processes, such as milling, produce timevarying chips, consistent engagement in drilling, boring, and turning operations leads to a uniform
chip thickness throughout the operations. The chip area is also a function of the cutting angles and
the tool runout and may differ for the teeth in-cut.
Using vectorized process parameters, a generalized kinematics model is presented to cover the
chip formation in all the machining operations. The section follows the basic definitions of cutting
immersion and proposes a unified chip thickness model.

5.1.1

Time-varying Parameters

The time-invariant, global process parameters were defined in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, the cutting
kinematics and chip generation are determined as a function of time due to relative
cutter/workpiece rotation and may vary position-dependently.
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The operation is repeated at the spindle period T =

60
[sec] if the global process parameters
n

remain unchanged. The process time t i is defined as the summation of shorter time intervals, as
the spindle period is divided into t N equal time increments.
ti = ( i − 1)

Instantaneous Angular Position

T
tN

, i = 1, 2,3,...

(5.1)

ijk : The instantaneous angular position [rad] is a time-varying

function of the tool/ workpiece pair relative rotation and is measured in the tool coordinate system
xT yT zT . This variable is defined at each tooth j and level k as:

 2 
 2  W
 nti +  j − jk − g h 
 n ti
 60 
 60 
rel
ijk

ijk = g h 

(5.2)

Where the instantaneous angular position ijk is generally considered between 0 and 2 (i.e.,

mod (ijk , 2 ) ). The first three terms in Eq. (5.2) define the relative motion of the tool and change
the angular position in the direction of tool rotation g h . The initial location of the tooth  j and
the lag  jk at the element jk are added to count for different teeth and levels. The last term
subtracts the effect of workpiece rotation from the general equation as it does not contribute to the
motion in the tool coordinates.
The instantaneous angular location ijk is, in general, different from the angular position  j .
However, these two angles would become equal in the processes with only workpiece rotation and
zero lag (i.e., straight edges).
A schematic of the instantaneous angular location is presented in Figure 5.1 for shoulder milling
with a solid tool.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the shoulder milling process in (𝒂) isometric view with level k separated; (𝒃) top
view of cutting at level k and the instantaneous angular position

ijk ; (𝒄) side view of element jk with the

illustration of actual chip thickness st ,ijk and static chip thickness

hijkst

Edge-in-Cut Parameter g 2,ijk : The cutting edge becomes in- and out-of-cut, especially in

interrupted machining operations such as milling. The engagement condition at edge j and level
k is determined using a binary time-variant parameter g 2,ijk as:

g2,ijk


1
=

0

min (st , jk , ex , jk )  ijkrel  max (st , jk , ex , jk )

(5.3)

Otherwise

Where st , jk and ex , jk are the local entry and exit angles and are in general different from the
global starting and exit angles  st and ex (e.g., taper ball endmill). Depending on the tool geometry
and in-process workpiece, the local entry and exit angles may vary for different elements along
with the depth of cut. These values may be computed externally by virtual machining algorithms
or be approximated by the global immersion angles for simple tool/workpiece geometries.
For uninterrupted operations, such as boring, drilling, and turning, the edge-in-cut parameter
remains one at all time increments.
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Missed-cut Parameter g3,ijk :

he tool’s effective runout may cause an existing tooth to miss the

cut if the tooth does not reach the surface previously cut by the former cutting edge. The missedcut condition, which results in zero chip formation [74] is determined by a binary parameter g3,ijk
as:
1
0

Cut

g3,ijk = 

(5.4)

Miss-cut

Several teeth may miss the cut due to the high amount of chips removed by a previous cut. The
number of the teeth to miss the cut at level k is shown with nijk and is always between 1 and the
maximum number of available cutting edge at the level (i.e., 1  nijk  Na,k ) [63]. This number can
be calculated in iterative, recursive loops based on the conventions presented in [63], [74]–[76]
with a detailed example in [2].
Instantaneous Pitch Angle

ijkP : The angular difference between the location of an edge and the

former edge-in-cut is considered as the instantaneous pitch angle. The instantaneous pitch angle is
defined at each element, and in general, is a function of time due to the missed-cut condition. The
maximum possible instantaneous pitch angle is ijkP = 2 , and the general term to define it is:

((

ijkP = g h  j + g n + j + g n
h ijk

h ijk

,k

) − (

j

+ jk )

)

(5.5)

Where the previous tooth in-cut is defined as j + g h n ijk considering both right- and left-hand
cutters. In the case of zero runout, the edge j + 1 cuts prior to the tooth j in right-hand tools, while
the edge j − 1 is assumed as the previous edge-in-cut in left-hand cutters due to the reverse
rotation.
Instantaneous Delay Period Tijk : The instantaneous delay period [sec] is defined as the time passed

until the edge j at level k engages the cutting region at the previous tooth-in-cut. This parameter
can be derived as a function of time using the instantaneous pitch angle ijkP and the spindle period
T as:
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Tijk =

5.1.2

ijkP
T
2

(5.6)

Chip Formation

The chip length is a direct function of the tool feedrate and the runout at each edge. As the tool
motion is assumed to be in the tool coordinate system, the chip length is presented using vectorized
tool translational motion.
ool’s feed per revolution f r [m/rev] occurs in the xT z T plane of the tool coordinate system. The
motion can be written in a vectorized form as a function of feed angle  f as:
f r =  g h f r sin( f ) 0 − f r cos( f ) 

T

(5.7)

At level k , this parameter can be distributed between the cutting edges considering the
instantaneous pitch angles ijkP as:

f t ,ijk

ijkP
T
=
f r =  g h f t ,ijk sin( f ) 0 − f t ,ijk cos( f ) 
2

(5.8)

Where f t ,ijk [m/rev/flute] is the feed per tooth. Although this value is constant for boring, drilling,
and turning processes, the actual feed per tooth varies sinusoidally due to a trochoidal in-plane
motion in milling. The actual chip thickness st ,ijk can be evaluated by approximating the in-plane
toolpath (i.e., xT in xT z T plane) by a series of arcs (circles) [77] as:

st ,ijk =  g h ft ,ijk sin( f ) sin(ijk ) 0 − ft ,ijk cos( f ) 

T

(5.9)

It is important to note that the chip thickness approximation above is proven to be valid when the
feed per tooth is much smaller than the tool radius [77].
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As shown in Figure 5.1c, the static chip thickness hijkst is generated due to relative rigid body motion
between the tool and workpiece pair. Static chip thickness is a scalar value and is directly related
to the amount of actual chip thickness, effective runout, and the cutting edge angle as:


hijkst =  ft ,ijk



( sin(

) sin(ijk ) ) + ( cos( f ) ) +  eff
jk
2

f

2

st ,ijk

where the effective runout from the previous tooth



−  eff
j + g h n ijk ,k  sin( r , jk )



(5.10)

 eff
j + gh nijk ,k is subtracted from the actual chip

thickness, and the chip thinning effect [78] due to the inclined edge surface is considered. The chip
length b jk is defined as the projected cutting increment a to the cutting edge direction. The
cutting edge angle  r , jk is used to increase the chip length at level k and edge j as:

b jk =

a
sin( r , jk )

(5.11)

Where the static chip area can be evaluated time-dependently as the product of static chip thickness

hijkst and the chip length b jk .

5.2 Modeling of Cutting Forces
The previously calculated cutting angles and the static chip thickness are used in evaluating
cutting forces. The cutting loads are estimated at each element formerly generated by discretization
and integrated for all the elements to assess an overall machining force applied to the cutter. Since
the discretization algorithm follows a general methodology, the forces would also be achieved in
a unified format regardless of the process type.
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5.2.1

Force Frames

Cutting forces are evaluated for the discretized elements and then transformed into the tool and
workpiece coordinate systems. Hence, it is necessary to define the directions in which the forces
are applied to the increments.
Edge Reference Frame x R y R z R : Edge reference frame is defined in the tool coordinate system

xT yT zT while sharing z - axis (i.e., z R  zT ). The x R y R plane of the edge reference frame at level
k and flute j is rotated to match the instantaneous angular position of the element at time t i ,

meanwhile elevated by the element height ( H ejk ) to pass through the increment. The mathematical
relationship between the two coordinates is expressed as:
,R 
  P e,T   0  
 Pxe,ijk
x ,ijk
 e, R 

    e,T  
z
 Py ,ijk  = T  ijk −    Py ,ijk  −  0  
2    e,T   e  

 e, R 
  Pz ,ijk   H jk  
P
 z ,ijk 




(5.12)

Where the transformation for both right- and left-hand cutters is considered. Sample examples of
right-hand milling processes are shown in Figure 5.2 with the demonstration of the edge reference
frame. The frame is presented for element j ( ijk =


2

is assumed) of a straight flute ( jk = 0 )

cutter; hence, the x R z R plane of the reference frame is the same at all levels k of tooth j .
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Figure 5.2: Demonstration of edge reference frame x y z

and cutting edge identifier  r , jk at element jk

of Sandvik Coromant R216-50B40-100 [54] in (𝒂) Plunge Milling; (𝒃) Ramp Milling; and (𝒄) Face Milling

As shown in Figure 5.2, the edge reference frame x R y R z R of the process merely adopts the
elemental locations. More examples of edge reference coordinates are illustrated in Figure 5.3 and
Figure 5.4.
RTA Coordinates: Radial-Tangential-Axial (RTA) is a time-independent frame defined based on

the edge reference frame x R y R z R , where the latter is rotated by the cutting edge identifier  r , jk at
element jk . As presented in Figure 5.2, the cutting edge identifier is the summation of the cutting
edge angle  r , jk and the feed angle  f as in Eq. (5.13):
 r , jk =  r , jk +  f

(5.13)

This angle is independent of the process and determines the angular location of the cutting edge
with respect to − zT axis in tool coordinate system.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of edge coordinate frame x y z , RTA frame, and cutting edge identifier  r , jk in
R

R R

(𝒂) left-hand boring; (𝒃) right-hand axial turning; and (𝒄) right-hand face milling

For right- and left-hand cutters, the RTA frame is defined on element jk as:
,R
  Pxe,ijk
  rjk  
 Pr , jk 




 
y
e, R 
 g h Pt , jk  = T (  r , jk )   Py ,ijk  −  0  
  P e, R   0  
 Pa , jk 


  z ,ijk    

(5.14)

Where the Tangential direction is reversed in left-hand tools to account for the opposite cutter
rotation.
lement

Figure 5.4: Representation of edge reference frame x y z , RTA frame, and cutting edge identifier  r , jk
R

R R

for Sandvik Coromant BR30-107CC12F-C6 multi insert right-hand boring bar [54]
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Multiple examples of machining operations are presented in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 to
demonstrate RTA frame and cutting edge identifier  r , jk .

5.2.2

Force Calculation and Transformation

Machining forces are evaluated for each cutting edge element and integrated over the flutes and
levels to present an overall machining load at a given time. Each element is assumed to be an
infinitesimal tool at its RTA frame; thus, the force relations are applied to estimate the force
incrementally.
The static forces Fijkst at a differential element jk and time t i are separated into cutting force

Fijkc and edge force Fjke components [12], [79] as:
Fijkst = Fijkc + Fjke

(5.15)

While the cutting forces are generated as a result of shearing effect between the tool/workpiece
pair, static ploughing leads to the edge forces. The static ploughing mechanism involves
indentation of the cutter into the workpiece in the working cutting edge plane Pse , and mainly
consists of components in radial R and tangential T directions only [15].
The RTA representation of elemental forces is shown in Figure 5.5 for an element assuming a
normal cutting edge.
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Figure 5.5: Schematics of static elemental forces in the RTA frame for element jk (adopted from [2], [46], [47])

In the RTA frame, the cutting forces at each element are expressed as a linear function of static
chip area hijkst b jk using the cutting force coefficients K ijkc ( K rc,ijk , Ktc,ijk , K ac,ijk ). Cutting force
coefficients are obtained using the cutting angles identified in Chapter 4 and the shear parameters
evaluated from the orthogonal cutting tests [15], [18]. As a costly substitute, these coefficients may
also be estimated empirically for each cutting test and curve fitted mathematically [10].
Likewise, the edge forces are assumed to be linear functions of chip length b jk , implementing the
edge force coefficients K ejk ( K re, jk , Kte, jk , K ae, jk ) as multipliers. Similar to cutting force
coefficients, a generic database [44], [80] can be generated for tool/workpiece material pairs and
coatings to achieve edge force coefficients correspondingly. Alternatively, these coefficients may
be calibrated in-site at each individual machining operation [81].
Mathematically, the effect of force coefficients ( K ijkc , K ejk ) can be expressed in RTA frame as:
 Frst,ijk   Frc,ijk   Fre, jk   K rc,ijk 
 K re, jk 
 st   c   e  

c  st
e 
 Ft ,ijk  =  Ft ,ijk  +  Ft , jk  =  g h Kt ,ijk  hijk b jk +  g h K t , jk  b jk
 Fast,ijk   Fac,ijk   Fae, jk   K ac,ijk 
 K ae, jk 

 
 
 




(5.16)
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Noticing that both the right- and left-hand cutters are considered. In the most general case, the
edge force coefficients are geometry and velocity-dependent, while constant over time, as they do
not include the time-variant chip thickness effect (more apparent in milling operations).
Meanwhile, the cutting force coefficients in Eq. (5.16) are material (  s ,ijk , n ,ijk ,  a ,ijk ), geometry
(  n , jk , s , jk ), and process ( Vne, jk , hijkst ) dependent. An effective method to obtain cutting force
parameters is to use an orthogonal database to adapt the coefficients to any oblique process by
angular transformations.
The orthogonal to oblique transformation to obtain the cutting coefficients is presented in Eq.
(5.17) using the material yield shear stress  s ,ijk , shear angle n ,ijk , and averaged friction angle

 a ,ijk as [10], [18]:

K

c
t ,ijk

=

K rc,ijk =

K ac,ijk =

cos (  n ,ijk −  n , jk ) + tan 2 ( s , jk ) sin(  n ,ijk )

 s ,ijk

sin (n ,ijk ) cos 2 (n ,ijk +  n ,ijk −  n , jk ) + tan 2 ( s , jk ) sin 2 (  n ,ijk )
sin (  n ,ijk −  n , jk )

 s ,ijk

sin (n ,ijk ) cos ( s , jk ) cos 2 (n ,ijk +  n ,ijk −  n , jk ) + tan 2 ( s , jk ) sin 2 (  n ,ijk )

 s ,ijk

(5.17)

cos (  n ,ijk −  n , jk ) tan(s , jk ) − tan ( s , jk ) sin(  n ,ijk )

sin (n ,ijk ) cos 2 (n ,ijk +  n ,ijk −  n , jk ) + tan 2 ( s , jk ) sin 2 (  n ,ijk )

Where  n ,ijk is the normal friction angle and is calculated on the cutting edge normal plane ( Pn /Pne
) as:

(

 n ,ijk = tan −1 tan (  a ,ijk ) cos ( s , jk )

)

(5.18)

Stabler’s rule is assumed to consider the chip flow angle  jk (see Figure 5.5) is equal to the
inclination angle s , jk [82]. This assumption is valid for machining large depths of cut [83], [84].
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The cutting force coefficients may also be obtained on the friction-normal UV plane (see Figure
5.5) using the corresponding cutting force coefficients ( Kuc,ijk , Kvc,ijk ) and be transformed to the
RTA frame afterwards implementing the cutting angles [2], [50], [51].
RTA to Edge Reference Frame: The elemental forces acquired on the RTA plane can be

transformed to the edge reference frame x R y R z R similar to the coordinate transformation presented
in Eq. (5.14). The Radial and Axial elemental forces at element jk are rotated around the
tangential T direction by − r , jk as:

 FxR,ijk  cos( r , jk ) 0 − sin( r , jk )   Frst,ijk 
 R  
  st 
0
1
0
 Fy ,ijk  = 
  Ft ,ijk 
R
 Fz ,ijk   sin( r , jk ) 0 cos( r , jk )   Fast,ijk 


 


(5.19)

Where the transformation matrix can also be written as T y (− r , jk ) .
Edge Reference Frame to the Tool Coordinates: The edge reference frame rotates around the

z T axis of the tool coordinate system xT yT zT to represent the time-variant, instantaneous angular
position ijk effect (see Eq. (5.12)). To transform the forces between the two, elemental forces are
rotated around the z R -axis:
− cos(ijk )
 Fxst,ijk   sin(ijk )
 st  cos( )
sin(ijk )
ijk
 Fy ,ijk  
0
 Fzst,ijk  =  0
 st  
gTS g h rjkT
 TT ,ijk   0
 T st   0
gWS g h ( rjkW +  riW )
 W ,ijk  

0
0   FxR,ijk 
1   FyR,ijk 


0   FzR,ijk 



0

(5.20)

Where the operation hand is also taken into account. TTst,ijk and TWst,ijk are the static elemental
tool and workpiece spindle torques, respectively.  riW is the time-variant change in the workpiece
radius in cases such as radial turning or planar boring, and is calculated as:
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t 

 riW =  i  f r sin ( f −  n )
T

(5.21)

Tool Coordinates to Process Coordinates: For operations such as turning where the process
coordinates XYZ do not match the ones from the tool, the static elemental forces are rotated by
the spindle angle  n to pair process axes:

 FXst,ijk   cos ( g h n ) 0 sin ( g h n )   Fxst,ijk 
 st  
  st 
0
1
0
 FY ,ijk  = 
  Fy ,ijk 
st
 FZ ,ijk   − sin ( g h n ) 0 cos ( g h n )   Fzst,ijk 


 


(5.22)

Where the transformation covers both right- and left-hand cutters as T y ( ghn ) .
Force Integration: The calculated static elemental force and spindle torque are integrated into the
process coordinate system over the elements and levels. The final value represents the equivalent
machining load at the time t i :
 FXst,i 
 st 
 FY ,i  aN N
 FZst,i  =  g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk
 st  k =1 j =1
 TT ,i 
 T st 
 W ,i 

 FXst,ijk 

st 
 FY ,ijk 
 FZst,ijk 


st
 TT ,ijk 
 T st 
 W ,ijk 

(5.23)

Where the effects of edge availability, edge in cutting zone, and missed cut are added through
binary parameters. The tool and workpiece spindle power [W] PTst,i , PWst,i can be evaluated at time
instant i as production of spindle torque and spindle speed as:

 2  st
PTst,i = 
 TT ,i . n
 60 
(5.24)

 2  st
PWst,i = 
 TW ,i . n
 60 
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5.3 Prediction of Surface Location Errors
Surface location error (also known as surface form error, deflection error) is the dimensional
deviation of the actual machined surface from the commanded surface finish. In stable machining
operations, the static deflection of the tool or workpiece due to the machining forces causes surface
location errors. The calculated forces in the tool coordinate system are implemented to derive a
general formulation for the tool’s static deflection. he tool is modeled as a cantilevered beam and
is analyzed for deflection using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory.
The results obtained are applicable to stable operations where the tool deflection overshadows the
workpiece bend, such as slender-tool milling, drilling, boring, and turning of shafts with a small
length-to-diameter ratio.
The static elemental forces in the tool coordinate system ( Fxst,ijk ' , Fyst,ijk ' , Fzst,ijk ' ) at the time t i ,
flute j , and level k ' are considered, including the runout effect on the chip thickness [85]. The
elemental tool deflections and tilt (slope) at level k due to the static elemental forces (  xijk ' k ,

 yijk ' k ,  zijk ' k ) are shown in Figure 5.6 for an endmill cutter.

( )

ool xis

( )

Spindle xis

Figure 5.6: Demonstration of elemental deflections due to elemental machining forces applied to a different
level. (𝒂) undeformed shaped under the elemental forces; (𝒃) deformed shape
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Moreover, the tool experiences a slope (  x ,ijk ' k and  y ,ijk ' k ) in the x - and y -directions due to
the application of off-axis z forces. The elemental deflections and tilts at level k as a result of
machining forces generated at time t i , by flute j and at level k ' are mathematically expressed
using singularity functions [86]–[90]:

 xijk ' k

 yijk ' k

 Fxst,ijk '   e
3
3
=
  H jk ' − H ejk − L − H ejk + 3 L − H ejk ' L − H ejk
 6 EI yy  


T
 rjk ' sin (ijk ' )  Fzst,ijk ' 
2
2
  − H ejk ' − H ejk + L − H ejk 
+


 
2 EI yy



(

)

(

)(

(

)

) 

 Fyst,ijk '   e
3
3
e
e
=
H
−
H
−
L
−
H
+ 3 L − H ejk ' L − H ejk

jk
jk
 6 EI xx   jk '


 r T cos   F st 
2
2
z ,ijk ' 
jk '
ijk '
 − He −He + L−He 
+
jk
'
jk
jk


 
2 EI xx



(

)

(

( )

)(

(

2

) 
2

)

 Fzst,ijk ' 
e
e
e
  − H jk ' − H jk + L − H jk 


 EAz 

(

 zijk ' k = 

 x ,ijk ' k

)

 Fxst,ijk '   e
2
2
=
  H jk ' − H ejk − L − H ejk + 2 L − H ejk ' L − H ejk 
 2 EI yy  



 rjkT ' sin (ijk ' )  Fzst,ijk ' 
  − H ejk ' − H ejk + L − H ejk 
+



EI yy



(

)

(

(

)(

)

)

(5.25)

 Fyst,ijk '   e
2
2
e
e
H
−
H
−
L
−
H
+ 2 L − H ejk ' L − H ejk 

jk
'
jk
jk
 2 EI xx  



 rjkT ' cos (ijk ' )  Fzst,ijk ' 
  − H ejk ' − H ejk + L − H ejk 
+



EI xx



 y ,ijk ' k = 

(

)

(

(

)(

)

)

Where L is the tool overhang length, and E is the elastic modulus of the tool material. Az is the
averaged cross-sectional area of the tool, while I xx and I yy are the averaged second moment of
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area along the yT and xT axes, respectively. For tools with a circular cross-section, Az , I xx , and
I yy can be calculated mathematically by scaling the tool radius RT ,max by a factor of 0.8 – 0.85

[91]–[93]. These values can be more accurately achieved if empirical deflection and elongation
tests are carried out on the tool. The equivalent stiffness evaluated at the tooltip is related to the
area and moments of area as:
Kx =

3EI yy

Ky =

3

L

3EI xx
L3

Kz =

EAz
L

(5.26)

The stiffness values K x , K y , and K z can also be obtained from finite element modeling of the
tool [94]. Alternatively, these values may be measured from the tool FRF by approximating with
the tooltip modal stiffnesses as [95]:

1
1
1
1
=
+
+
+ ...
K s K m,1 K m,2 K m,3

(5.27)

where K s is the static stiffness at the desired direction (i.e., x, y, z ) and K m ,l is the modal stiffness
of the l th mode at the same location.
The tool deflection and slope at level k and time t i can be obtained by the summation of the
elemental deflections and slopes at all the levels and teeth [96]:
aN

N

xik =  g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk  xijk 'k
k '=1 j =1
aN

N

yik =  g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk  yijk 'k
k '=1 j =1
aN

N

zik =  g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk  zijk ' k

(5.28)

k '=1 j =1
aN

N

 x ,ik =  g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk  x ,ijk 'k
k '=1 j =1
aN

N

 y ,ik =  g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk  y ,ijk ' k
k '=1 j =1
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Which is valid for small slope angles. The surface location error is measured in stable machining
operations where the transient period is passed (see Eq. (5.29)). As a result, the deflections and
slopes are periodic at the spindle period T :

l(i + mT )k = lik ,  x,(i + mT )k =  x,ik ,  y ,(i + mT )k =  y ,ik
(5.29)

l  x, y, z , m = 0, 1, 2,...
The tool deflections and slopes may be expressed independently of time and as a function of the
angular position to calculate surface location errors. The angular position  is generally assumed
in the last revolution of the cutter and between the entry and exit angles  st , ex .
Due to the lag and different angular location of the teeth on the cutter, not all the edges pass through
the angular position  at once. In the last revolution, the tool deflection and slope can be expressed
as a function of given angular position  , flute j , and level k as:

ljk = li1k +

 − i1 jk
l − li1k
i2 jk − i1 jk i2k

(

)

, l  x, y , z

 x ,jk =  x ,i k +

 − i1 jk
 x ,i2k −  x ,i1k
i2 jk − i1 jk

)

 y ,jk =  y ,i k +

 − i1 jk
 y ,i2k −  y ,i1k
i2 jk − i1 jk

)

1

1

(

(

(5.30)

Where the linear interpolation assumes that, in the last revolution of the cutter, the angular position
of flute j at level k is before and after  at times ti1 and ti2 , respectively.
The desired commanded location of the tool at angle  and level k is obtained when the effects
of all the teeth at one revolution of the cutter is considered:

xd ,k = max ( rjkT ) sin (  ) , yd ,k = max ( rjkT ) cos (  ) , zd ,k = min ( H ejk )
j

j

j

(5.31)
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Where the effect of runout is embedded in the elemental radius r jkT and height H ejk . The actual
location of the cutter; however, also includes the effect of tool’s static deflection and tilt:

xa ,k = max ( rjkT + xjk sin (  ) + yjk cos (  ) ) sin (  )
j

ya ,k = max ( rjkT + xjk sin (  ) + yjk cos (  ) ) cos (  )
j

(5.32)

za ,k = min ( H ejk + zjk +  x ,jk  rjkT sin() +  y ,jk  rjkT cos() )
j

The surface form errors ex ,k , ey ,k , and ez ,k are the difference between the commanded and
actual location of the cutter:

el ,k = ld ,k − la,k , l  x, y, z

(5.33)

Where a positive SLE indicates undercut, while a negative SLE implies the overcut condition. The
undercut is generally expected in operations where forces lift the cutter away from the workpiece
(e.g., down-milling). In contrast, overcuts are imposed on the machined surface when the tool is
pulled into the cutting region, as in conventional milling [92], [97].
Note: It is noted that a more accurate estimation of surface finish is possible by also considering
the deflection of flexible workpieces. The application of the Timoshenko beam theory would
enhance the results due to consideration of the tool tilt caused by the shearing stress.

5.4 Example: Prediction of Cutting Forces
Milling and drilling processes are studied as examples of the materials presented in Chapter 5. The
shoulder milling process is simulated for the machining loads, spindle torque, and surface finish
adapting Tungaloy TLA15R080L070M32 0E04M multi-set milling cutter. Through-hole drilling
is modeled with Sandvik Coromant DS20-D4200L50-04 double insert drill for radial and axial
forces and spindle torque. Furthermore, hole shape is predicted for the steady-state drilling
considering the overlap and edge runout.
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5.4.1

Multi-level Shoulder Milling of AISI 1045

Shoulder milling of AISI 1045 steel is modeled in 20% down milling by the right-hand (R), 80diameter, 5-level, 20-insert (4-flutes per level) Tungaloy TLA15R080L070M32 0E04M milling
cutter. The process parameters, tool specifications, and insert dimensions are presented in Figure
5.7. The detailed 3D CAD file of the tool and the inserts are provided by the manufacturer [98].
( )
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mm
mm
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mm

mm

mm
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ool:
Insert:
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of (𝒂) shoulder milling with Tungaloy multilevel indexable cutter; (𝒃) the geometrical
specification of the tool; (𝒄) Tungaloy TOMT150620PDER-MJ insert in the insert and pocket (centered)
coordinates [98]

As presented in Figure 5.7a, the tool is internally moving towards the AISI 1045 workpiece with
a constant feed per tooth f t ,ijk = 0.15 mm/rev/tooth, and the spindle speed is n = 600 rev/min,
based on manufacturer recommendations. The depth of cut a = 35 mm, and the immersion angles
for 20% right-hand down milling are  st = 126.87 and ex = 180 . The lag angle between the
cutter sets (also levels) is  Axial = 22.5 and between the teeth in one set is  Radial = 90 (see
Figure 5.7b). The cutter radius is constant for all the teeth and equals RTj = 40.03 mm, while the
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height difference between the sets and the overhang length is H j , Axial = 13.61 and L = 100 mm,
respectively.
The oriented insert is shown in Figure 5.7c. The orientation angles to reach the pocket-oriented
coordinates from the insert coordinates are  x = −12.75 ,  y = 33.3 , and  z = 4.75 given by the
producer. The variation of the cutting angles for the modelled tool along the 35 mm axial depth of
cut is depicted in Figure 5.8.

st
st

nd

nd

rd
st

rd

nd

rd

verlap

Figure 5.8: The variation of the cutting angles along the depth of cut ( a = 0.1mm ). The overlap regions of
the 1st/2nd sets and 2nd /3rd sets are shown in dashed red boxes

The orthogonal to oblique database is required to calculate machining loads and spindle torque
from the cutting angles obtained. AISI 1045 fitted curves for the shear stress  s ,ijk [MPa], shear
angle n ,ijk [rad], averaged friction angle  a ,ijk [rad], and edge force coefficients [N/mm] ( K re, jk ,

Kte, jk , K ae, jk ) are as follows [99]:

 s ,ijk = 450.3 + 0.4Vne, jk + 227.5hijkst
n ,ijk = tan −1 ( 0.4 + 0.0005Vne, jk + 0.6hijkst )
 a ,ijk = 0.468 − 0.00055Vne, jk + 0.205hijkst
(5.34)
K te, jk = 9.0688e − 6 (Vne, jk ) − 1.0382e − 2 (Vne, jk ) + 1.9856Vne, jk − 55.431
3

2

K re, jk = 2.9929e − 4 (Vne, jk ) − 9.8351e − 2 (Vne, jk ) + 10.299Vne, jk − 294.96
3

2

K ae, jk = 0
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where the measurements are conducted using a tool with a 0-degree rake angle. The chip thickness

hijkst [mm] and elemental rotational velocity Vne, jk [m/min] are bounded between 0.08 0.32 and

50 150 , respectively. Using the orthogonal to oblique transformations presented in Eq. (5.17),
the machining forces and the spindle torque are illustrated in Figure 5.9 for one revolution of the
cutter.
( )

( )

mm

Cutting lements

Figure 5.9: (𝒂) Discretized cutting section of the indexable milling cutter; (𝒃) Machining forces and (𝒄) spindle
torque in process coordinates for one revolution of the cutter in 20% climb milling. The number of discretized
elements and time increments in one revolution are aN = 3500 and t N = 500, respectively.

The surface errors can also be predicted by knowing the averaged cutter cross-sectional area Az ,
and the averaged second moment of area in the xT and yT ( I yy and I xx ) directions. These values
are indicated by finite element modelling of the tool for the force ranges the tool is undergone (see
Figure 5.9b) as:

I xx = I yy = 8.315 10−7 m4

Az = 2.098 10−3 m2

(5.35)
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Where the elastic modulus of steel is E = 200 GPa , and the overhang length is equal to
L = 100 mm . The predicted level-wise surface location errors on the machine surface and the in-

cut arc are presented in Figure 5.10.
vercut

Undercut

mm

( )

mm

( )

mm

mm

mm

Figure 5.10: Predicted actual location on (𝒂) the in-cut arc; (𝒃) SLE of the machined surface of the workpiece
for 20% down milling with multi-level indexable milling cutter ( aN = 3500 and t N = 500)

As shown in Figure 5.10b, the surface form error of yT axis ey ,k is positive at all levels k at the
machined surface  =  . The results indicate that the milling tool leaves the machined surface
undercut, which is expected in climb milling since the tool is pushed away from the surface by the
radial forces.

5.4.2

Double Insert Through-hole Drilling of Al7050-T7451

Machining of an AL7075-T7451 flange is simulated for the right-hand (R), 42-mm diameter,
indexable Sandvik Coromant DS20-D4200L50-04 drill. The 3D CAD model of the tool and the
inserts are provided by the manufacturer [54], and the tool is mathematically re-assembled in
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Chapter 3. The cutting angles, machining loads, and the spindle torque are obtained for the process
specifications presented in Figure 5.11.
( )
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Figure 5.11: Process specifications of (𝒂) drilling an AL7075-T7451 flange with Sandvik Coromant DS20D4200L50-04 indexable drill; (𝒃) Geometrical dimensions of the inner insert (top) and the outer insert (bottom)

Illustrated in Figure 5.11a, the process is carried out under a constant feed per revolution of
f r = 0.15 mm/rev and a spindle speed of n = 2000 rev/min. The operation is through-hole with a

depth of cut a = 21 mm, and the starting and exit immersion angles are st = 0 and ex = 2 . The
process is right-hand and internal, and the tool spindle is activated. The tool overhang length is
given L = 209 mm from the tool holder.
The insert orientation angles (  x ,  y ,  z ), the tool radii RTj , height H j , and angular location  j
were presented in Chapter 3 for the inner and outer inserts. Considering the process parameters,
the cutting angles along the 21-mm radial depth of cut are shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: The variation of the cutting angles for the 42-mm diameter through-hole drilling of increment size

a = 0.1 mm

As demonstrated in Figure 5.12, the normal rake angle  n , jk experiences a sudden increase close
to the center due to the dominant effect of feed velocity.
The shear stress  s ,ijk [MPa], shear angle n ,ijk [rad], averaged friction angle  a ,ijk [rad], and edge
force coefficients [N/mm] ( K re, jk , Kte, jk , K ae, jk ) measured for low-speed Al7050-T7451 in
CutProTM database [99] are presented in Eq. (5.36). Subsequently, the orthogonal to oblique
transformations are leveraged using the curve fitted material data to predict the machining loads
and the spindle torque.

 s ,ijk = 266 + 0.04374Vne, jk + 174hijkst + 51.337 n , jk
n ,ijk = 0.339 + 0.00035Vne, jk + 0.733hijkst + 0.384 n , jk
 a ,ijk = 0.450 − 0.00013Vne, jk − 0.022hijkst + 0.181 n , jk
(5.36)
K te, jk = 20.9 − 0.0152Vne, jk − 20.51 n , jk
K re, jk = 33.6 − 0.00598Vne, jk − 8.65 n , jk
K ae, jk = 0

Where the limiting values for the normal rake angle  n , jk [rad], static chip thickness hijkst [mm],
and elemental rotational velocity Vne, jk [m/min] are [0.04 0.2], [14.3 200], and [0 0.5235],
respectively. Based on the material database, the machining loads and spindle torque are presented
in Figure 5.13 for one revolution of the drilling tool.
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Figure 5.13: The graphs of (𝒂) the machining loads and planar fluctuations; (𝒃) constant drilling torque in one
revolution of the cutter in through-hole drilling with an axial increment size of a = 0.1 mm and a time
increment of t = 6 10

−5

sec

The force fluctuations as a result of asymmetrical insert positioning are trivial. Repeatable
application of these forces would negatively affect the surface finish and the hole shape. To predict
the shape outputs, cutter cross-sectional area Az and the averaged the second moment of area in
the xT and yT ( I yy and I xx ) directions are assessed through finite element modeling of the tool
assembly. The estimated values are upon the application of the planar and axial loads in Figure
5.13 as follows:

I xx = I yy = 5.834 10−8 m4

Az = 8.218 10−4 m2

(5.37)

Where the cutter body is modelled as steel with an elastic modulus of E = 200 GPa , and the
overhang length is set to L = 209 mm . Based on the calculated stiffnesses in the axial and radial
directions, the drill's hole shape and in-cut cone surface are predicted, as shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: The predicted (𝒂) axial in-cut cone surface; (𝒃) hole shape accuracy in through-hole drilling of an
Al7050-T7451 flange with Sandvik Coromant DS20-D4200L50-04 ( aN = 2100 and t N = 500)

The in-cut cone shape is predicted in Figure 5.14a, with the red and green dots indicating the axial
overcut and undercut ( ez ,k ), respectively. As expected, the tool is pushed back during the cut;
thus, undercuts the in-cut cone. However, the outer edge is more prone to tilt effects; hence,
overcuts the outer layer. Meanwhile, the outer insert undercuts the hole radially, and the final
radius is smaller than desired due to planar force fluctuations presented in Figure 5.13. The
difference between the desired and actual radii er ,k is calculated as:
er ,k = xd2,k + yd2,k − xa2,k + ya2,k

(5.38)
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6 Chapter 6: Generalized Cutting Dynamics in Frequency Domain
Equation Chapter 6 Section 1

A generalized model for metal cutting dynamics is presented in this chapter, considering the
vibrations in lateral, axial, and torsion directions. Dynamics equations are linearized by averaging
the regenerative time delays between the consecutive teeth, and a unified characteristic equation
is obtained by summing the elemental forces and spindle torque. The machining stability is solved
in the frequency domain using the Nyquist criterion, and the limiting depth of cut is predicted in a
fast while acceptably accurate manner.
The proposed model considers a lumped model at the tooltip, assuming dynamics to be constant
along the tool/workpiece contact. The limitations to the developed algorithm are cases with a high
axial depth of cut, highly flexible workpiece compared to the tool, and significant variation of
dynamics along the tool/workpiece contact zone.

6.1 Dynamic Chip Generation
As shown in Figure 6.1, an arbitrary machining operation can be defined using the process
parameters defined in Chapter 4. A sample N -fluted cutter is assumed to rotate at a spindle speed
n at a spindle angle  n , while translating with a feed per revolution f r at a feed angle  f . The

assumed depth of cut is a , and the global starting and exit immersions are set to  st and ex . Based
on the conventions presented in Chapter 5, the chip thickness generated by the element jk at time
t i consists of static hijkst and dynamic hijkd components as:

hijk = hijkst + hijkd

(6.1)

Where the static component is formed as a result of tool/workpiece rigid-body motion, while the
dynamic part due to the vibrations.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of (𝒂) milling [100] (side view) with flexible tool/workpiece pair presenting process
parameters (i.e.,

a , f r , n ,  f ,  n = 0 ); (𝒃) Definition of chip thickness generated in the RTA plane and the

elemental machining loads; (𝒄) top view of the flexible tool/workpiece at level k ; (𝒅) Chip formed due the
regenerative chatter vibrations

However, the static chip thickness does not contribute to the chatter stability and merely affects
the forced vibrations; hence, dropped from Eq. (6.1) to consider the effect of machining dynamics:

hijkd = g1, jk g2,ijk g3,ijk ( − (ti ) +  (ti − Tijk ) )

(6.2)

In which  =  (ti ) − (ti − Tijk ) and contains  (ti ) and  ( ti − Tijk ) as the present and previous
vibrations of two subsequent teeth, normal to the tool’s cutting edge at element jk (see Figure
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6.1d). The binary parameters are added to include the effect of tooth availability, cutting region,
and missed-cut condition.
The regenerative instantaneous delay term Tijk is time-dependent and varies as the tool immerses
into the workpiece. This parameter can be presented by its corresponding instantaneous pitch angle
as:

ijkP =

where T[sec] =

Tijk
T

2

(6.3)

n
is the spindle period. The instantaneous pitch angle ijkP constantly changes in
60

the immersion zone as a result of tool runout, serrations, and absent teeth. To reduce the
computational costs, the instantaneous pitch angle at level k belonging to the tooth j is averaged
in one cutter’s revolution using the angular increments  =

2
within the local cutting zone,
tN

while the tooth is in-cut [1]:
tN

 =
P
jk

g
i =1

1, jk

g 2,ijk g3,ijk ijkP 

max(st , jk , ex , jk ) − min(st , jk , ex, jk )

 jkP
→ T jk =
T
2

(6.4)

The previous vibrations in Eq. (6.2) are replaced by the averaged time delay T jk as  ( ti − Tjk ) . As
shown in Figure 6.1b and Figure 6.1d, the present and past vibrations occur at the radial axis of
the RTA frame and can be split into the reference frame x R y R z R as:

 = x R cos ( f +  r , jk ) + z R sin ( f +  r , jk )
(6.5)

x = x (ti ) − x
R

R

R

(t − T ) ,
i

jk

z = z (ti ) − z
R

R

R

(t − T )
i

jk

Where the vibrations are separated using the cutting edge identifier  r , jk =  f +  r , jk ; therefore,
they are independent of the process type (i.e.,  f and  n ). The lateral vibrations are embedded in
the x R motion while z R including the vibrations resulting from the axial directions. Considering
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the trochoidal in-plane motion of the tool, the lateral vibrations can be expressed in the tool
coordinates xT yT zT as:

x R = x sin (ijk ) + y cos (ijk )
(6.6)

x = x(ti ) − x ( ti − T jk ) , y = y (ti ) − y ( ti − T jk )
Correspondingly, the axial effects may be included in the vibrations as [101], [102]:

 z R = z = z (ti ) − z ( ti − Tjk )

(6.7)

To consider the torsional effects, one revolution of the cutter along the Z -axis of the process
coordinate system is taken into account. Positive relative tool/workpiece torsional motion  is
related to the translational feed as:

z
=
2
f r cos ( f ) cos ( n ) − g h f r sin ( f ) sin ( n )

(6.8)

−x
=
2
f r sin ( f ) cos ( n ) + g h f r cos ( f ) sin ( n )

Where the torsional vibrations are assumed to be related to the cutter/workpiece in milling, drilling,
and boring, while affected mainly by the flexible workpiece in turning operations. Thus,  is
defined on the workpiece spindle in turning, which matches the Z -axis of the process coordinates
(see Figure 6.2).
Combining Eqs. (6.2) and (6.5) - (6.8) the generalized dynamic chip thickness can be expressed
mathematically as [103], [104]:

hijkd = g1, jk g2,ijk g3,ijk Cx x + C y y + Cz z + C  

(6.9)
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Although the dynamic chip thickness in Eq. (6.9) varies in all directions, the first two terms are
generally considered for milling (  f = 90 ). In comparison, the second two terms play a more
important role in drilling operations (  f = 0 ). The lateral C x , C y and axial C z coefficients in Eq.
(6.9) can be determined as (Eqs. (6.2) and (6.5) - (6.7)):

Cx = − sin (ijk ) cos (  r , jk ) , Cy = − cos (ijk ) cos (  r , jk ) , Cz = − sin (  r , jk )

(6.10)

The torsional coefficient C is evaluated based on its definition in Eq. (6.8) and the corresponding
cutting edge effect on the lateral/axial vibrations as:
C =

− fr
cos ( f ) cos ( n ) − g h sin ( f ) sin ( n ) sin( r , jk ) +
2

(

)

(6.11)

(

)

fr
sin ( f ) cos ( n ) + g h cos ( f ) sin ( n ) cos (  r , jk )
2

Where C =

− fr
sin (  r , jk ) in drilling (  f = 0,  n = 0 ) as the most common implementation of the
2

torsional vibrations. Finally, the dynamic chip thickness can be written in the matrix format in the
process coordinates XYZ as:

hijkd = g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk

Cx 
C 
 y
 Cz 
 
C 

T

cos ( g h n )

0

 sin ( g h n )

0


0 − sin ( g h n ) 0   X 
 
1
0
0   Y 
0 cos ( g h n ) 0   Z 
 
0
0
1    
 x


(6.12)

T

y z  
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6.2 Generalized Chatter Stability
Similar to static elemental forces, the dynamic elemental forces at flute j and level k can
be assessed by the averaged cutting force coefficients ( K rc, jk , Ktc, jk , K ac, jk ), the dynamic chip
thickness hijkd , and the chip length b jk = a / sin ( r , jk ) as:

 Frd,ijk   K rc, jk 
 d  
c  d
 Ft ,ijk  =  g h Kt , jk  hijk b jk
 Fad,ijk   K ac, jk 

 


(6.13)

Where only the shearing forces are considered for stability assessment. The effect of timedependent static chip thickness hijkst in the cutting force coefficients is removed by averaging them
over the in-cut immersion as:
tN

Klc, jk =

g
i =1

1, jk

g 2,ijk g3,ijk Klc,ijk 

max(st , jk , ex , jk ) − min(st , jk , ex , jk )

( )

l  r, t, a

(6.14)

( )

lement

Figure 6.2: Graphical representation of (𝒂) Flexible tool (Sandvik Coromant 570-DSKNR-40-12) [54] in the
T

T

T

tool coordinate system x y z ; (𝒃) Process coordinates

XYZ

in radial turning (  f = 0 ,

 n = 90 )
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Based on Eqs. (5.19)-(5.23), The dynamics cutting forces in the tool coordinate system xT yT zT
can be evaluated by the summation of the dynamic elemental forces in the RTA frame as:

− cos(ijk )
 sin(ijk )
 Fxd (ti ) 

 d  aN N cos( )
sin(ijk )

ijk
 Fy (ti )  =
 0
 Fzd (ti )  
0
k =1 j =1 
 d

T
 0
 T (ti ) 
g h ( gTS rjk + gWS rjkW )


0

 cos( r , jk ) 0 − sin( r , jk )   Frd,ijk 
 d 
0
1
0


  Ft ,ijk 
1
 sin( r , jk ) 0 cos( r , jk )   Fad,ijk 



0

0 

(6.15)
By substituting the effect of dynamic chip thickness in Eq. (6.12) and the dynamic elemental forces
in Eq. (6.13) into Eq. (6.15), and switching to the process coordinates XYZ , the dynamic
machining loads can be expressed as:
aN

N

F  = a  A   
d

ijk

k =1 j =1

(6.16)

jk

Where  F d  =  FXd (ti ) FYd (ti ) FZd (ti ) T d (ti ) and  jk  = X
T

Y

Z

  . The four-

by-four matrix  Aijk  is the directional coefficient matrix, which is time-dependent and periodic
at the spindle period T . At the time t i , the directional coefficient matrix  Aijk  is defined below
for the flute j and level k :

g g g
 Aijk  = 1, jk 2,ijk 3,ijk
sin ( r , jk )

 cos ( g h n )

0

 − sin ( g h n )

0


− cos(ijk )
0 sin ( g h n ) 0   sin(ijk )


sin(ijk )
1
0
0  cos(ijk )

0
0 cos ( g h n ) 0   0


g h ( gTS rjkT + gWS rjkW )
0
0
1   0
C  cos ( g h n )
  x 
0
 C y  


  C   sin g 
  z  ( h n)
 C
0
  
T

cos( r , jk ) 0 − sin( r , jk )   K

 

0
1
0
  g K
 sin( r , jk ) 0 cos( r , jk )   K

 

c
r , jk
c
h t , jk
c
a , jk

0
0 
1

0 

0 − sin ( g h n ) 0 

1
0
0
0 cos ( g h n ) 0 

0
0
1

(6.17)
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To obtain a fast solution, the zero-order Fourier series in one revolution is considered by averaging
the directional coefficient matrix at the harmonic, where the maximum energy is concentrated [22],
[23]:

n
1
 Ajk  =
 Aijk  dti =

2
2

max (st , jk ,ex , jk )



min (st , jk ,ex , jk )

 Aijk  dijk

(6.18)

The regenerative vibrations can be modeled in the Laplace ( s ) domain considering the averaged
delay term as:
 X (ti )   X (ti − T jk ) 
 Y (t )   Y (t − T ) 
 jk  =  Z (ti )  −  Z (ti − Tjk )  
jk 
 i   i
  (ti )    (ti − T jk ) 



 jk (ti )



jk

(

( s ) = 1 − e

− sT jk

) 

jk

( s)

(6.19)

 jk (ti −T jk )

The machining forces and spindle torque can be related to the vibrations using the transfer
functions evaluated by manual tap testing in the process coordinates as:

 X ( s)    XX
 Y ( s)    

   YX

=
Z
(
s
)

    ZX
  ( s)     X


 XY

 XZ

YY

YZ

 ZY

 ZZ

 Y

 Z

 X 
 XX

Y 
+  YX
  ZX
 Z 


  Tool   X

 ( s )

 XY

 XZ

YY

YZ

 ZY

 ZZ

 Y

 Z

  F d ( s) 
 X 
  Xd 

Y  
  FY ( s) 
  F d ( s) 
 Z 
 Z


  Workpiece   T d ( s) 

F ( s )

(s)

(6.20)
By substituting the Eqs. (6.18) - (6.20) into the dynamic force Eq. (6.16), and switching from the
Laplace domain to the frequency domain ( s = jc ), the generalized dynamic model becomes:
q

N

F  = a  ( j )   A
d

c

k =1 j =1

jk

(

 1 − e

− jcT jk

) F 
d

(6.21)
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In which q is the number of discrete elements until the limiting depth of cut alim is reached (
alim = q a ). Eq. (6.21) is an eigenvalue problem to which the characteristic equation is proposed

as:
q N


− j T
 (c ) = det  I  − a  ( jc )    Ajk  1 − e c jk 
k =1 j =1



(

)

(6.22)

Due to the varying delay term T jk resulting from serrations, runout, and geometric imperfections,
it is not feasible to propose a straightforward solution to the characteristic equation presented.
Numerical solutions [105], iterative algorithms [106], or Nyquist stability criterion [1] can be used
to solve for the critical depth of cut. At a spindle speed n and global starting and exit immersion
angles  st and ex , the depth of cut a is increased by the discretized increments a until the
system reaches the critically stable condition. At each step, the FRF (Frequency Response
Function) of the system  ( jc ) should be checked around the natural frequencies (e.g.,

min  c  max ). The critical depth of cut alim at spindle speed n is diagnosed if the Nyquist
stability plot encircles the origin. Afterwards, the chatter stability is plotted for critical depth of
cut against a range of spindle speeds.
Note: Although not considered in this thesis, the process damping effects can be modeled by
modifying the directional coefficient matrix  Aijk  and the instantaneous time delays Tijk .
Moreover, the generalized dynamics model developed is capable of simulating mode-coupling
chatter by ignoring the averaged delay term e

− jcT jk

in the stability eigenvalue equation presented

in Eq. (6.22).

6.3 Case Study for Generalized Cutting Dynamics
A block of Ti6Al4V is slot milling with a right-hand (R) face milling cutter with 76.2-mm
diameter and four circular inserts of 25.7-mm diameter and average 12-degrees of rake angle. The
limiting depth of cut alim is predicted over a range of spindle speeds using the theories presented
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in the previous sections. A schematic of the process and the cutting inserts are shown in Figure 6.3
to visualize to operation.
As presented in Figure 6.3a, the constant pitch, the 4-fluted face milling cutter is translating
towards the Ti6Al4V workpiece with a constant feed per revolution f r = 0.4 mm/rev. The process
is slotting (i.e.,  st = 0, ex =  ) at the tool diameter of 76.2-mm. The depth of cut a and spindle
speed n for a stable cut are unknown and will be derived based on the dynamics characteristics of
the process.
( )

( )
mm

eference
oint

Machined
Surface

( )

. mm

orkpiece Material: i

l

Figure 6.3: Schematic of (a) Slot milling with a constant pitch, 4-fluted face milling cutter [54]; (b) Geometrical
specification of the circular insert used; (c) Tool dimensions

As illustrated in Figure 6.3b, the circular inserts of 25.7-mm diameter are located with a positive
rake of 12-degrees only; therefore,  x =  y = 0 and  = −12 . A reference point is allocated at the
bottom right corner of each insert for positioning. The variation of the cutting angles is presented
in Figure 6.4 along the cutting edge of the circular insert.
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Figure 6.4: Variation of the cutting angle along the circular insert edge ( a = 0.05 )

The right-hand milling process ( g h = 1 ) involves the feed angle  f = 90 and the spindle angle

 n = 0 ; hence, the torsional coefficient C =

fr
cos (  r , jk ) . The lateral and the axial coefficients
2

would be varying position-dependently, as in Eq. (6.10), due to the tool’s trochoidal motion (i.e.,
time-dependent ijk ) and alternating cutting edge angle  r , jk in the circular inserts.
The cutting properties of Ti6Al4V alloy are obtained using oblique transformation from the
orthogonal cutting database [18]. The shear stress  s ,ijk [MPa], shear angle n ,ijk [rad], averaged
friction angle  a ,ijk [rad], edge force coefficients [N/mm] ( K re, jk , Kte, jk , K ae, jk ) are presented as a
function of cutting angles and the cutting conditions as:

 s ,ijk = 613 ,  a ,ijk = 0.333 + 16.616 n, jk
 rc cos (  n , jk ) 
0.331− 0.469 n , jk
 , rc = (1.755 − 1.604 n , jk ) ( hijkst )
 1 − rc sin (  n , jk ) 



n ,ijk = tan −1 

(6.23)

K te, jk = 24 , K re, jk = 43 , K ae, jk = 0
In which the limiting values for the static chip thickness hijkst [mm] and the normal rake angle  n , jk
[rad] were reported to be [0.005 0.1] and [0 0.262], respectively. Since the cutting force
coefficients ( Ktc, jk , K rc, jk , K ac, jk ) are a function of static chip thickness, the averaging in Eq. (6.14)
is applied to remove the non-contributing static effect in the process dynamics.
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In the process, modal parameters of the tool in the feed ( X ), normal ( Y ), and axial ( Z ) directions
are identified on a horizontal CNC machining center [104], as presented in Table 6.1. The tool
dynamics are assumed to behave symmetrically (i.e., sq = qs , s, q  X , Y , Z , ), and rigid in
the torsional directions. The workpiece is considered to be rigid; thus, the FRF is assumed to be
zero in all directions.
Table 6.1: Modal parameters of the CNC machining center

 XX

 XY

n [Hz]



k [N/  m]

n [Hz]



k [N/  m]

28

0.17

25.4

28

0.13

-80.3

55

0.12

43

54

0.07

324.7

 YY

 XZ

n [Hz]



k [N/  m]

28

0.10

215

55

0.06

618

109

0.09

173

n [Hz]



k [N/  m]

49

0.096

-1669.34

98

0.043

-1140.0

 ZZ

YZ

n [Hz]



k [N/  m]

n [Hz]



k [N/  m]

44

0.20

72.8

42.3

0.076

1290

84

0.15

197.4

49

0.065

1818

98

0.06

906.2

57.4

0.06

-1078

The limiting depth of cut alim is predicted in slot milling over a range of spindle speeds from 100
to 400 rev/min (steps of 2.5 rev/min) using the Nyquist stability criterion. The chatter stability
chart of the process is plotted in Figure 6.5, and the machining loads and spindle torque are
predicted for a sample stable operation.
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Stable Cut

Figure 6.5: Chatter stability chart and predicted machining loads in slot milling of Ti6Al4V for exactly one
cutter revolution. Cutting conditions: f r = 0.4 mm/rev , n = 375 rev/min , a = 0.01 mm ,  = 0.5
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7 Chapter 7:

perimental Validation

Equation Chapter 7 Section 1

The generalized derivation of the metal cutting mechanics and dynamics was explained in
the previous chapters. The developed formulations to predict machining loads, spindle torque,
static surface finish, and stability charts are validated experimentally in this chapter. The method
is applied to various cases of machining operations, including turning, boring, and milling, and the
simulated results are compared against the ones observed in experiments.

7.1 Axial Turning [46]
An AISI 1045 (255 HB hardness) steel shaft of 38.1-mm diameter is cut in an axial turning
process. The left-hand (L) Sandvik DSBNL 2020K 12 tool holder and Sandvik SNMA 12 04 08
insert are used in the operation. A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 7.1.
( )

( )
mm

mm
ool: Sandvik DSB

Insert: Sandvik S M

Figure 7.1: Schematic of (𝒂) left-hand (L) axial turning process with Sandvik DSBNL 2020K 12 tool holder;
(𝒃) Sandvik SNMA 12 04 08 insert in the pocket coordinates (centered)

The insert has an effective edge length of 12-mm and a corner radius of 0.8-mm. The 3D CAD
models of the tool holder and the insert are publicly available on the manufacturer’s website [54].
The insert is seated into the pocket using the orientation angles provided by the manufacturer.
Rotations corresponding to  z = 6 ,  x = 6 , and  y = −15 are applied (Figure 7.1b). The insert
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height H1 = 0 and an arbitrary tool radius R1T are associated with the cutter. The initial workpiece
diameter RW is set to 19.05 mm. The process is left-hand, external, and involves workpiece
rotation; hence, gh = −1 , g IE = −1 , and gWS = 1 . The initial position of the insert 1 = 270 , and
the start and exit immersion angles of st = 360 and ex = 0 are considered. The feed angle  f
and spindle angle  n are computed to be both 90 , based on the process nature. The cutting
conditions are summarized in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Cutting conditions in axial turning of AISI 1045

Depth of Cut ( a )

2 – 4 mm

Feed per Revolution ( f r )

0.12 – 0.24 mm/rev

Spindle Speed ( n )

1250 rev/min

According to the cutting conditions, the variation of cutting angles for 4-mm of depth of cut is
plotted in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: The variation of cutting angles along 4-mm of depth of cut ( a = 0.01 mm )

The machining properties of AISI 1045 with 255 HB hardness are calibrated by orthogonal cutting
tests for different chip thickness values and cutting speed [45]. The shear stress  s ,ijk [MPa], shear
angle n ,ijk [rad], averaged friction angle  a ,ijk [rad], edge force coefficients [N/mm] ( K re, jk , Kte, jk
, K ae, jk ) are curve-fitted as:
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 s ,ijk = exp ( 0.0417hijkst − 0.000132Vne, jk + 6.2938 )
 a ,ijk = exp ( −0.1515hijkst − 0.5453)
n ,ijk = exp ( 0.6123hijkst − 0.6988 )

(7.1)

K te, jk = 99.02 , K re, jk = 135.45 , K ae, jk = −10.26
The calibration was performed with an inserted cutter of 5 rake angle. Additionally, the limiting
values for the static chip thickness hijkst [mm] and the elemental rotational speed Vne, jk [m/min] were
reported to be [0.1 0.3] and [100 150], respectively.
The experiments are carried out on a Hardinge Superslant lathe. The forces are measured by the
three-component dynamometer Kistler Model 9121. The data acquisition software, MalDAQ
module of CutProTM, is used to capture the force data. The tests were conducted under chatter-free
and dry conditions.
The comparison between the predicted machining loads and the experimental data is presented in
Figure 7.3 for a depth of cut a = 2 mm .

Figure 7.3: Comparison between the predicted and measured cutting forces. Simulated results are presented
considering tabler’s rule and e act chip flow angle (iterative algorithm). Depth of cut
increments

a

a = 2 mm, cutting

= 0.01 mm
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he simulated data follows Stabler’s rule on assuming the chip flow angle equals the local
inclination angle. On the other hand, it is possible to assess the chip flow angle through an iterative
solution. The two results are compared against the ones from experiments. The cutting loads are
also simulated and compared against the ones from the experiments for a depth of cut a = 4 mm .
The results are illustrated in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Comparison between the predicted and measured cutting forces. Depth of cut
increments

a = 4 mm, cutting

a = 0.01 mm

The results obtained are in satisfactory agreement with the ones from the experiments. The
underlying reason behind the discrepancy may belong to the calibration of cutting coefficients with
a positive-rake tool. All the elements on the square insert used for the experiments are calculated
to have a negative rake angle.

7.2 Radial Turning [46]
A similar AISI 1045 steel shaft with 255 HB hardness and 38.1 mm diameter is turn cut
radially. 80 Sandvik CNMA 12 04 08 rhombic insert is used on the left-hand (L) Sandvik DCKNL
2020K 12 tool holder with −8 of imposed seat inclination and rake angles. The insert has 12 mm
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of effective length and a corner radius of 0.8 mm to capture the oblique machining loads. A
schematic of the process is demonstrated in Figure 7.5.
( )

( )
mm

mm
ool: Sandvik DC

Insert: Sandvik C M

Figure 7.5: Schematic of (𝒂) Radial turning process with Sandvik DCKNL 2020K 12 and the 38.1-mm diameter
AISI 1045 (255 HB hardness) bar; (𝒃) Pocket oriented (centered) Sandvik CNMA 12 04 08 rhombic insert

The 3D CAD models of the insert and the tool holder are provided publicly by the manufacturer
[54]. The insert is located at zero height (i.e., H1 = 0 ) and an arbitrary tool radius RTj as the tool
radius does not contribute to the process. The feed angle  f and spindle angle  n are 0 and 90 ,
respectively, considering the process. The operation is left-hand gh = −1 , external g IE = −1 , and
involves workpiece rotation gWS = 1 . The initial position of the insert is 1 = 270 , and the start and
exit immersion angles are st = 360 and ex = 0 , respectively. The cutting conditions are similar
to the ones reported in Table 7.1.
The variation of cutting edge angle  r , jk , local inclination angle s , jk , and normal rake angle  n , jk
are illustrated in Figure 7.6 for 4 mm of radial depth of cut, perpendicular to the feed direction.
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Figure 7.6: The variation of cutting angles along 4-mm of depth of cut on Sandvik CNMA 12 04 08 rhombic
insert ( a = 10

m )

The exact cutting and edge coefficients reported in Eq. (7.1) are used here to model AISI 1045
with 255 HB hardness under the cutting conditions. The radial depths of cut equal to 2 mm and 4
mm are applied, and the cutting forces in the process coordinate XYZ are measured. The same
experimental setup presented in Section 7.1 is used to collect the force data.
The experimental results are compared with simulations for different feedrates in Figure 7.7 and
Figure 7.8.

Figure 7.7: Comparison drawn between the experimental machining loads in radial turning against predictions.
Depth of cut a = 2 mm , cutting increments a = 10

m
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The proposed predictions involve Stabler’s rule to assume an elemental chip flow angle  jk equal
to the local inclination angle s , jk . The simulation results are also compared with those considering
iterative solutions to capture the exact chip flow angle.

Figure 7.8: Comparison between the experimental cutting loads in radial turning against predictions. Depth of
cut a = 4 mm , cutting increments a = 10

m

The results obtained from the simulation are in good agreement with the experimental data.
Deviations are observed in lateral directions (i.e., X and Z ), which may be a result of edge forces.
The tangential cutting forces are predicted very close to the experimental values.

7.3 Internal Boring
Aluminum 6061-T6 tubes are used to examine the boring process with single and multi insert
boring bars. Static machining loads and chatter stability lobes are predicted for the former and
latter, respectively. The results are compared and verified against the experiments.
Valentine CCGT432-FH 80

carbide PVD coated inserts are used in both applications. The

manufacturer does not provide the 3D CAD model of the insert; hence, the insert geometry is
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constructed using the ISO Standard insert coding. The regenerated CAD model and the
geometrical specifications are noted in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Geometrical Specification of Valentine CCGT432-FH insert

CCGT432-FH
Insert Shape

Diamond 80

Inscribed Circle ( IC )

1/2 inch.

Insert Thickness ( t )

3/16 inch.

Corner Radius ( r )

1/32 inch.

Relief Angle (  f )

7

he insert’s chip breaker design corresponds to “

” in the insert code. he chip breaker design

is constructed with approximation since the chip breaker’s effect on cutting forces and stability is
not included in the presented model.
The force coefficients are predicted by orthogonal to oblique transformations in boring studies.
The shear stress  s ,ijk [MPa], shear angle n ,ijk [rad], averaged friction angle  a ,ijk [rad], edge force
coefficients [N/mm] ( K re, jk , Kte, jk , K ae, jk ) are collected from CutProTM database [99] as:

 s ,ijk = 205.928 + 0.016Vne, jk + 204.038hijkst − 3.209 n, jk
n ,ijk = 0.242 + 0.00009Vne, jk + 1.098hijkst + 0.259 n, jk
 a ,ijk = 0.364 − 0.00001Vne, jk − 0.085hijkst + 0.291 n, jk
(7.2)

Kte, jk = 24.416 − 1.9907 10−5 (Vne, jk ) + 0.045502Vne, jk − 9.4538 n , jk
2

K re, jk = 9.8695 − 6.0879 10−5 (Vne, jk ) + 0.13282Vne, jk − 51.659 n, jk
2

K ae, jk = 0
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The the limiting values for the static chip thickness hijkst [mm], normal rake angle  n , jk [rad], and
the elemental rotational speed Vne, jk [m/min] were reported to be [0.05 0.2], [0 0.209], and [625
1750], respectively.

7.3.1

Static Machining Loads in Multi-insert Boring [36]

The proposed mechanics model is validated against experimental cutting force data on an 
boring head. Valentine VPB PC%-4515 multi-insert boring head with two identical coated
Valentine CCGT432-FH carbide inserts is used. he boring head’s nominal diameter is adjustable
between 55-mm and 70-mm. The schematic of the boring head is shown in Figure 7.9 to cut
Al6061-T6 tubes.

Figure 7.9: Illustration of (𝒂) Valentine VPB PC%-4515 multi-insert boring head; (𝒃) Axial

 aj

and radial

 rj

runouts imposed on the inserts

The inserts are symmetrically positioned on the boring head for force cancellation. Accordingly,
the initial position of the first insert is 1 = 0 and the second insert is set to 2 = 180 . The pockets
impose a 95 edge angle and -5 of axial and radial rake angles on the inserts. The corresponding
orientation angles can be computed to be  z = 5 ,  x = −5 , and  y = 5 . The tool is rotating and
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translating downward; thus, the feed angle  f is 0. The spindle angle  n can be evaluated to be 0
as the spindle vector n has only one element in the negative z direction. The operation is righthand g h = 1 , internal g IE = 1 , and the tool is the rotating object gTS = 1 . The start and exit
immersion angles are st = 0 and ex = 360 , respectively, corresponding to a full revolution of
the cutter.
Due to the typical small depths of cut in boring processes, the cutting occurs mainly at the corner
radius. The variation of the cutting angles in 2 mm of depth of cut is shown in Figure 7.10, focusing
on the insert corner. The cutting angles are identical for both inserts.

Figure 7.10: The variation of cutting edge angle, local inclination angle, and normal rake angles close to the
insert corner ( a = 5

m )

The cutting force predictions are carried out under two different sets of cutting conditions. The
radial runout  1r of the first insert is varied by adjusting the slides and shims to capture boring
faults. Similarly, axial runouts  2a are applied to the second insert (  2r = 1a = 0 ). The cutting
conditions in each test are presented in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: The cutting conditions. Cutting speed ( V ), feed per revolution ( f r ), Depth of cut ( a ), Workpiece
W

diameter ( D ), Radial runout

 r , Axial runout  a

Test

V [m/min]

f r [mm/rev]

a [mm]

DW [mm]

 1r [mm]

 2a [mm]

1

150

0.12

1.485

62.67

0.2

0.09

2

175

0.11

1.1

66.56

0.18

0.14
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Based on the inputs in Table 7.3, the radial positions RTj and heights H j are set, and the tool is
reconstructed mathematically. The experiments are conducted on the FADAL VMC-2216
machining center. To measure the feed ( FZ ), tangential ( FY ), and radial ( FX ) forces, a 3-axis
Kistler 9255B-605027 dynamometer is set, and the data is collected on CutProTM MALDAQ data
acquisition software. The comparison between the simulated and experimental results is shown in
Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 for Test No. 1 and No. 2, respectively.

p
im

im

p

Figure 7.11: Experimental validation of simulated static cutting forces for the multi-insert boring head. The
cutting conditions correspond to Test No. 1 ( t = 0.001 sec )

The planar forces FX and FY are periodic at the spindle frequency with an identical magnitude.
The two forces are phase-shifted by cutter pitch angles; therefore, only radial component ( FX ) is
plotted.
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im

im
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Figure 7.12: Experimental and simulated cutting forces for the double insert Valentine VPB PC%-4515 boring
head. The cutting conditions of Test No. 2 are applied ( t = 0.001 sec )

The predicted cutting forces are in reasonable agreement with the experimental results, as shown
in the figures. The periodic loads resulting from the faulty positioning of the insert would cause
vibrations at the tooltip. Thus, care must be taken when adjusting the inserts pockets in order to
avoid poor surface quality and hole dimensions.

7.3.2

Chatter Stability Prediction in Single Insert Boring [34]

Chatter stability lobes are predicted when boring Aluminum 6061-T6 tubes at different speeds.
The evaluated process stability is compared and validated against a set of chatter experiments. A
PVD coated Valentine CCGT432-FH 80 carbide insert mounted on a right-hand (R) A-SCLPR/L
boring head is used, as shown in Figure 7.13. The tool diameter and overhang length were 25.4
mm and 169 mm, respectively.
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/

Insert: alentine CC

Figure 7.13: Illustration of (a) A-SCLPR/L boring bar with flexibilities in the lateral and axial directions; (b)
Valentine CCGT432-FH in the pocket coordinates (centered)

The boring pocket imposes a 95 edge angle on the rhombic insert. The axial and radial rake angles
are zero, and the insert has 7 degrees of clearance angle. The corresponding orientation angles of

 z = 5 and  x =  y = 0 are used in the simulations. he insert’s cutting edge angle variation is
identical to the one shown in Figure 7.10. The local inclination angle and normal rake angle are
zero at all elements.
The boring process with a stationary bar is mathematically constructed. The insert height H1 and
radius on the tool R1T are set to zero and an arbitrary number, respectively. The insert position is

1 = 90 , perpendicular to the workpiece body. The workpiece rotates with a spindle vector along
the + Z axis; thus, the spindle angle  n is zero. Moreover, zero feed angle  f is computed as the
tool is translating downward. The operation is right-hand g h = 1 , internal g IE = 1 , and involves
workpiece rotation gWS = 1 . The start and exit immersion angles are st = 0 and ex = 360 ,
respectively, corresponding to the complete revolutions of the workpiece. Runouts do not apply to
single insert cutters.
The boring bar is assumed to have flexibilities in the lateral and axial directions. The tool is tap
tested, and the resultant FRFs are captured with PCB 353B11 SN 65847 accelerometer. The
frequency response function is curve fitted, and the modal parameters are presented in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4: Modal parameters of the boring bar

 XX

n [Hz]

 [%]





764.53

2.40

-9.4239E-07

-1.264124E-04

 YY

n [Hz]

 [%]





764.51

3.43

-6.5955E-06

-1.574528E-04

 ZZ

n [Hz]

 [%]





281.23

9.52

-1.16473E-07

-1.266268E-07

1369.57

7.84

3.06011E-07

-1.73772E-06

The torsional flexibility of the cutter is assumed to be negligible. The tool FRFs in all the cross
directions are set to zero in calculations. The workpiece is considered rigid compared to the slender
boring bar. The transfer function between the tool vibrations and the excitation force can be
obtained in the Laplace domain as:

 l = 2 ( ln ,l l − d ,l l ) , l = 2 l , d ,l = n ,l 1 −  l 2
(7.3)
m

( s) = 
l =1

 l + l s
s + 2 ln ,l s + n2,l
2

where l is the mode number and m number of modes are considered. Based on the inputs and the
formulation of the general dynamic presented in Chapter 6, the dynamic chip thickness can be
expressed as:

hijkd = g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk Cx x + C y y + Cz z + C   , C =

− fr
sin (  r , jk )
2
(7.4)

Cx = − sin (ijk ) cos (  r , jk ) , C y = − cos (ijk ) cos (  r , jk ) , Cz = − sin (  r , jk )
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where the cutting edge identifier  r , jk equals the cutting edge angle  r , jk as the feed angle is zero.
As torsional vibrations are ignored, the torsional coefficient C will not play a role in the
formulation. Furthermore, the instantaneous angular position ijk would remain 90 regardless of
time since the tool is not rotating. The general formulation in Eq. (7.4) can be reduced to:
hijkd = g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk  x cos ( r , jk ) − z sin ( r , jk ) 

(Reduced Model)

(7.5)

Which is more common for boring operations. The reduced formulation can be more efficiently
used when only the flexibilities in the feed and radial directions are considered. The general
formulation may be used for more complex scenarios associated with a higher computational cost.
The full model is used in this example in order to maintain accuracy.
The cutting coefficients presented in Eq. (7.2) are considered for the Aluminum 6061-T6 tubes.
Since the static chip thickness does not vary as a function of time, the time-averaged cutting
coefficients are equal to evaluated ones at each spindle speed. The general stability equation can
be written as:
aN

N

F  = a  A   
d

k =1 j =1

Where

F  = F
d

d
X

(ti ) FYd (ti ) FZd (ti ) TTd (ti )

T

ijk

and

(7.6)

jk

  = X
jk

Y

Z

  . The

directional coefficients matrix  Aijk  would be:

g g g
 Aijk  = 1, jk 2,ijk 3,ijk
sin ( r , jk )

 sin(ijk ) − cos(ijk )
cos( ) sin( )
ijk
ijk

 0
0

rjkW
 0

0
C 
cos( r , jk ) 0 − sin( r , jk )   K rc, jk   x 

0 
  c  C y 

0
1
0
   K t , jk    C 
1
z
c
  sin( r , jk ) 0 cos( r , jk )   K a , jk   
0 
C 
(7.7)

T

Considering the nature of single insert boring, g1, jk = g2,ijk = g3,ijk = 1 and ijk =  / 2 . Therefore,
the directional coefficient matrix would be independent of time and can be written as:
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1 0
0 1
1

 Ajk  =
sin ( r , jk ) 0 0

W
0 rjk

0
C 
cos( r , jk ) 0 − sin( r , jk )   K rc, jk   x 

0 
  c  C y 

0
1
0
   Kt , jk    C 
1
z
c
  sin( r , jk ) 0 cos( r , jk )   K a , jk   
0 
C 

T

(7.8)

The same results would be obtained if the time-dependent directional coefficient matrix is
averaged in one revolution of the cutter (i.e.,  Ajk  =  Aijk  ). The chatter stability of the boring
process can be assessed by solving the stability eigenvalue equation:
q N


 (c ) = det  I  − a  ( jc )    Ajk  1 − e− jc T 
k =1 j =1



(

)

(7.9)

where the averaged time delay T jk is replaced by the spindle period T for the tool with one insert
in cut.
The experiments are conducted on aluminum tubes with a pilot hole of 32.14 mm diameter. The
cutting speed is varied between 75 m/min to 175 m/min, and two feedrates of 0.075 mm/rev and
0.125 mm/rev are examined. In the simulations, the goal is set to achieve a bore of 36 mm with
the minimum number of passes. The elemental radii rjkW are computed accordingly.
The stability charts are simulated by solving Eq. (7.9) using the Nyquist stability criterion and
compared against the experimental results, as shown in Figure 7.14.
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Chatter

Chatter

Stable

Stable

Figure 7.14: Predicted stable depths of cut versus the spindle speed. Simulated feedrates are 0.075 mm/rev
(right) and 0.125 mm/rev (left). The experimental results are for single insert right-hand (R) boring of a 32.14mm pilot hole ( n = 20 rev / min , a = 5  m ,  = 0.5 )

The simulations are carried out on an Intel Core i7 processor running at 2.20 GHz. The
computation time is recorded to be about 18 minutes at both feedrates using MATLABTM.
The predicted chatter stability lobes are in an acceptable agreement with the experimental results.
As expected, stability pockets are not noticeable in the low-speed region due to linearizing
assumptions. The stability results are slightly different for the two feedrate considering the
feedrate-dependence of cutting coefficients. At both feedrates, a stability threshold of 0.6 mm is
predicted, which agrees with the experiments within maximum 0.1 mm tolerance. The discrepancy
between the anticipated results and the experiments can be justified considering using the modal
parameters instead of measured FRFs and cutting coefficients' least square error calibration.

7.4 Milling [1]
The chatter stability of a serrated endmill is predicted and compared against numerical simulations
and experimental results. Sandvik Coromant (R216.33-20040-AC-38U-H10F) serrated cylindrical
endmill with 20 mm diameter, 3 flutes, 40-degree helix, and 10-degree rake angle was used in slot
milling Aluminum 7050–T7451. The serration wave amplitude and wavelength are A = 0.289 mm
and  = 3.66 mm , respectively. A schematic of a sample serrated cutter and the serrations pattern
on the Sandvik R216.33-20040-AC-38U-H10F cutter are shown in Figure 7.15.
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( )

( )
( )

Figure 7.15: Illustration of (𝒂) Dimensional specifications on a sample serrated endmill; (𝒃) serration pattern
ground on Sandvik R216.33-20040-AC-38U-H10F [54]

Due to confidentiality matters, the 3D CAD file of the tool is not provided by the manufacturer.
Following the instructions in Chapter 3, the endmill without the serrations is mathematically
reconstructed by the 2D simple drawing provided. The effect of the serration pattern is then added
to the tool as [56]:

rjk = RT − R(s)

(7.10)

All the flutes j have the same non-serrated radius RT . The serration profile R ( s ) presented in
Figure 7.15b is subtracted from the tool radius to account for radius variations. The serration
profile R ( s ) changes as a function of flute j , level k , tool helix angle  , serration amplitude A
, and serration pitch length  . A detailed explanation of computing the serration profile function
is presented in Ref. [56] for standard and non-standard serration profiles. The variation of radius
r jk for each flute along the axial depth of cut is shown in Figure 7.16. The pattern repeats itself

after the axial depth of cut becomes higher than the wavelength of the serration if the cutter has a
uniform flute spacing and helix angle.
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lute

lute

lute

Figure 7.16: Variation of elemental radius along 7-mm of the axial depth of cut ( a = 0.05 mm )

Regarding the cutting conditions, the right-hand (R) tool rotates and translates forward; thus, the
feed angle  f is 90 . The spindle angle  n can be evaluated to be 0 as the spindle vector n has
only one element in the negative z direction. The operation is right-hand g h = 1 , internal g IE = 1
, and the tool is the rotating object gTS = 1. For right-hand slot milling, the global start and exit
immersion angles are st = 0 and ex = 180 , respectively. Know the cutting conditions, the cutting
edge angle  r , jk , local inclination angle s , jk , and normal rake angle  n , jk are plotted along 7-mm
of the tool height (see Figure 7.17).

lute

lute

lute

lute

lute

lute

lute

lute

lute

Figure 7.17: The variation of cutting edge angle, local inclination angle, and normal rake angles along 7-mm of
Sandvik R216.33-20040-AC-38U-H10F height ( a = 0.05 mm )
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As the 3D CAD file is not available, the cutting angles need to be mathematically computed from
the reconstructed model. The cutting edge angle can be derived using the vector location of each
element Pjke ,T as [107]:

Pjke,T =  rjk cos ( j − jk ) rjk sin ( j − jk ) zke 
rjk =  rjk cos ( j − jk ) rjk sin ( j − jk ) 0 

 r , jk

(

)

 P e,T − Pjke ,T . rjk
j ( k +1)
= cos 

rjk . rjk

−1

T

T

(7.11)






The normal rake angle and the local inclination angle at each element can also be mathematically
evaluated as [10]:

(
( tan (

)
))

s , jk = tan −1 tan (  ) cos ( r , jk ) + tan (  ) sin ( r , jk )
 r , jk = tan −1

r

) sin ( r , jk ) + tan (  ) cos ( r , jk

(

 n , jk = tan −1 tan (  r , jk ) cos ( s , jk )

)

(7.12)

where  and  r are the tool’s helix and radial rake angle provided by the manufacturer,
respectively.
The planar tool dynamics in the feed ( X ) and normal ( Y ) directions are considered. The tool is
assumed to be rigid in all the other directions. Moreover, the workpiece’s flexibilities are assumed
negligible in slot milling. The modal parameters of the endmill are presented in Table 7.5 [108].
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Table 7.5: Modal parameters of Sandvik R216.33-20040-AC-38U-H10F serrated cutter

 YY

 XX

n [Hz]

 [%]

K [N/m]

n [Hz]

 [%]

K [N/m]

480

1.52

1.21e+8

470

2.81

8.38e+8

530

2.80

3.02e+8

533

2.67

1.41e+8

893

3.03

1.22e+8

884

2.41

9.85e+7

1216

3.33

2.56e+7

1155

1.61

1.32e+8

1433

4.11

9.48e+7

1270

2.80

5.89e+7

2085

2.94

5.62e+7

1946

2.44

3.89e+7

2691

2.65

9.71e+7

2670

1.89

1.09e+8

The general term for the dynamic chip thickness can be expressed as:

hijkd = g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk Cx x + C y y + Cz z + C   , C =

fr
cos (  r , jk )
2
(7.13)

Cx = − sin (ijk ) cos (  r , jk ) , C y = − cos (ijk ) cos (  r , jk ) , Cz = − sin (  r , jk )
In which the cutting edge identifier  r , jk is 90 more than the cutting edge angle  r , jk as the feed
angle  f is  / 2 . As the vibrations in the axial ( Z ) and torsional (  ) directions are not considered
in this example, the general formulation in Eq. (7.13) is presented in its reduced format as:
hijkd = g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk  x sin (ijk ) + y cos (ijk )  sin ( r , jk )

(Reduced Model)

(7.14)

Noting that the coordinates xyz are the same as XYZ in milling (  n = 0 ). The cutting coefficients
presented in Eq. (5.36) are considered for the Aluminum 7050-T7451 workpiece. The cutting force
coefficients are evaluated at each discrete endmill element k by using the orthogonal cutting
parameters (shear stress, shear angle, and friction coefficient) via oblique mechanics
transformation. The general stability equation can be written as:
aN

N

F  = a  A   
d

k =1 j =1

ijk

jk

(7.15)
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Where, in the reduced format,

F  = F
d

d
X

(ti ) FYd (ti ) , and
T

  = X
jk

Y  . The timeT

dependent directional coefficients matrix  Aijk  would be:

g g g
 Aijk  = 1, jk 2,ijk 3,ijk
sin ( r , jk )

cos( r , jk ) 0 − sin( r , jk )   K rc, jk 
T
 sin(ijk ) − cos(ijk ) 0 
  c  Cx 
0
1
0
cos( ) sin( ) 0  
   Kt , jk    
ijk
ijk

  sin( ) 0 cos( )   K c  C y 
r , jk
r , jk   a , jk 


(7.16)
Considering Cx = sin (ijk ) sin ( r , jk ) , Cy = sin (ijk ) cos ( r , jk ) , and  r , jk =  r , jk + 90 in milling,
Eq. (7.16) is simplified to:

 Aijk  =

g1, jk g 2,ijk g3,ijk Ktc, jk  − sin(2ijk ) + K er , jk (1 − cos(2ijk ))  − (1 + cos(2ijk )) + Ker , jk sin(ijk )  


sin(2ijk ) − Ker , jk (1 + cos(2ijk ))  
2
 (1 − cos(2ijk )) − K er , jk sin(ijk ) 
(7.17)

Where the equivalent averaged radial cutting force coefficient Ker , jk for the element jk is defined
as:

K er , jk

 K rc, jk
= c
K
 t , jk


 K ac, jk
 sin( r , jk ) +  c

 Kt , jk


 cos( r , jk )


(7.18)

It is proposed to take the zero-order of Fourier Series by averaging directional factors per spindle
period T for each flute j at the level k . The chatter stability of the process then can be expressed
as an eigenvalue problem:



0
 ( jc )
 q N
− j T
 Ajk  1 − e c jk 
 (c ) = det  I 22 − a  XX


0
YY ( jc )  k =1 j =1




(

)

(7.19)

Due to varying average pitch angles caused by the serrations along the axial depth of cut and
immersion, the averaged time delay T jk should be initially evaluated. The variation of this
parameter is shown in Figure 7.18 along 7-mm of depth of cut when slot milling with a feed per
revolution f r = 0.12 mm/rev. The averaged time delay is normalized with the spindle period T .
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lute

lute

lute

Figure 7.18: Variation of the normalized averaged time delays along 7-mm of axial height for the three fluted
serrated endmill with 20-mm diameter ( f r = 0.12 mm/rev , a = 0.05 mm )

The system's stability can be achieved when at a fixed spindle speed ( n ) and global immersions (

st , ex ), the axial depth of cut is increased by increments a until the system becomes critically
stable using the Nyquist stability criterion. The stability can be achieved at another spindle speed
increased by n increments. The system's stability with the proposed zero-order solution, time
marching numerical simulation [108], and semi-discrete solution are compared in Figure 7.19.
In numerical, time marching simulations, the presence of chatter is assumed when the vibrations
grow more than 15% of the forced vibrations [99]; hence it overpredicts the stability limits slightly.
The stability is decided analytically in semi-discrete and proposed frequency domain solutions.
The eigenvalues are checked whether they are within the unit circle (stable) or outside (unstable)
in the semi-discrete time-domain model. The frequency-domain solution checks if the Nyquist plot
encircles the origin. The simulations are carried out at 20 (rev/min) spindle-speed increments using
an Intel Core i7 processor running at 2.20 GHz. The computation time for the semi-discretization
solutions were about 165 and 435 minutes for the regular and serrated tools using MATLABTM,
respectively, while it took 275 minutes to simulate the serrated tool using numerical time-marching
simulations in the C programming language.
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Figure 7.19: Stability chart for the serrated and regular endmills. Cutting conditions: Slot milling with a 3
fluted, regular pitch serrated endmill cutting Al7050 – T7451. A) Stable cut with a serrated tool- Spindle speed:
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4500 (rev/min), depth of cut: 9 (mm). B) Unstable cut with the serrated tool- Spindle speed: 4500 (rev/min),
depth of cut: 11 (mm). ( f r = 0.12 mm/rev , a = 0.05 mm ,  = 1 , n = 20 rev/min )

The cutting tests are marked as stable, unstable, and with slight chatter by examining the Fourier
spectrum of vibrations and cutting forces. When the system chatters, the spectrum will be
dominated around one of the natural modes of the structure. The spectrum will be dominated at
the spindle and tooth passing frequencies and their harmonics as forced vibrations in stable cuts.
When the amplitude of forced vibrations at tooth passing frequency becomes comparable with the
amplitude around the structural modal frequency, the presence of slight chatter is assumed.
Sample experimental cutting force measurements at the stable (A) and unstable (B) conditions
close to the critical stability zones are shown for the serrated endmill in Figure 7.19. The proposed
frequency domain solution is acceptably close to the analytical, semi-discrete solution but takes
only

minutes for the serrated tool using M

B™, which is about

times faster than

numerical and semi-discrete methods. The computation time increases proportionally to the
number of modes considered in time domain models because each mode brings a delayed secondorder differential equation to be solved. The computation time does not change in the frequency
domain stability model since the real and imaginary parts of the frequency response function are
considered at each frequency.
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8 Chapter : Conclusions
Equation Chapter 8 Section 1

The traditional mechanics and dynamic models propose dedicated mathematical methods
for certain machining applications to solve specific cutter geometries. While leveraging the
knowledge developed through years of research, this thesis aims to generalize the cutting processes
and predict the chatter stability, cutting forces, spindle torque and power, and surface locations
errors.
The generalized mechanics and dynamics models proposed in this thesis have the following
contributions to the literature:
•

A novel algorithm to interpret the tool CAD files as opposed to the traditional mathematical
modeling of the cutter has been developed. The method allows the automated capturing of
cutting tool geometry from their CAD models of the cutters. Multiple case studies
throughout the thesis presented the application of the developed method.

•

A unified definition of the machining operations is modeled from their vectorized process
parameters. It is shown that all the machining operations can be defined by altering the
process parameters based on the relative tool and workpiece motion. Considering the
motion perpendicular to the tool, the cutting edges are discretized into disk segments, and
each element is described using the cutting angles and the radial/axial locations. The
effective portion of the edge runout is calculated, and its application is presented on both
indexable and solid tools.

•

The kinematics of the 3-axis machining operations are combined into a single unified
model by the vectorized definition of the process. Using the improved description of the
chip thickness, the generated cutting forces at each element are predicted. The total force
is calculated by integrating the distributed loads along the cutting edges engaged with the
workpiece. Transformations are defined to relate the cutting forces at the engagement zone
to the ones in the process coordinates. Moreover, the surface finish due to the static
deflection and slope of the tool is assessed considering the effect of elemental forces in all
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directions. It is shown that the mechanics model can simulate the forces, spindle torque,
and surface location errors for various operations.
•

The dynamics of the machining are generalized for 3-axis operations in the frequency
domain. The effect of lateral, axial, and torsional vibrations is taken into account, and the
relationship between the forces and the vibrations is presented by modeling the relative
tool/workpiece Frequency Response Function (FRF) at the tooltip. The limiting depth of
cut is solved using the Nyquist stability criterion over a range of spindle speeds, and a fast
while acceptably accurate solution is achieved.

•

The application of the proposed method is demonstrated in examples of milling, boring,
and turning operations. The accuracy of the developed model is experimentally validated
using the cutters with complex geometries.

The utilization of the cutters’ CAD files, generalized kinematics, and the frequency-domain
dynamics of the operations is the first in the literature and can be implemented in virtual simulation
and optimization of various processes. The generalized model developed can be applied to multiple
machining operations using arbitrary cutting edge geometries. The chatter stability of the process
can be efficiently evaluated in the frequency domain, and the cutting forces, spindle torque, and
surface finish can be predicted for stable machining.
The developed unified model can be extended to other complex applications such as 5-axis milling
and mill-turning by the introduction of off-plane feed motion in the vectorized translation proposed
in this thesis. The same conventions offered in the thesis can be leveraged to solve broaching and
reaming merely by defining the cutting edge, while the mode coupling chatter stability in
frequency-domain can be combined with the proposed dynamics to solve the stable limit of
threading and tapping operations. In addition, the process damping effects can be integrated into
the presented model to achieve improved stability results in low-speed machining applications.
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